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ABSTRACT

On-chip decoupling capacitors (decaps) in the form of MOS transistors are widely used

to reduce power supply noise in both standard-cell blocks and white spaces between blocks. This

research provides guidelines for layouts of decaps that properly tradeoff high-frequency response,

electrostatic discharge (ESD) reliability and gate tunneling leakage for use within standard-cell

blocks in ASIC designs in 9Onm and 65nm CMOS technologies. A simple but effective metric is

developed to determine the optimal decap layout based on the frequency response. Novel active

designs are also presented.

If an JR-drop violation (hot spot) is found after the physical design is completed, it is

usually difficult to implement a quick fix to the problem. In this dissertation, the use of an active

decap in white-space areas as a drop-in replacement for passive decaps is investigated to provide

noise reduction for these “hot-spot” problems found late in the design process. A modified active

decap design is proposed for ASIC applications operating up to 1GHz, and the use of latch-based

comparators provides a better power-delay trade-off. Measurement results from a test chip show

that the noise reduction using active decaps improves as operating frequency increases, and

provides between 1O%-20% noise reduction at 200MHz-1GHz over its passive counterpart.

The concept of active decap is further extended to achieve lower supply noise. It is found

that an active decap with a stack height of three (i.e., number of pieces switching) provides the

best noise reduction if the supply noise level is between 7%-14%, but a stack height of two is

best if the noise level is between 14%-16%. In addition, a novel charge-borrowing decap circuit

is introduced which outperforms all forms of active decaps for a fixed area in terms of removing

local hot spots.
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Chapter 1

Introduction

1.1 Motivation

Scaling of CMOS technology allows higher speed and higher functional density. As the clock

frequency increases and the supply voltage decreases to about 1V, maintaining the quality of the

power supply has become a primary issue. Power supply noise in the form of voltage variations

arises due to JR drop and Ldi/dt effects [1]. The JR drop has been increasing over time due to

increased resistances in the power grid as the metal widths continue to shrink with each

successive technology generation. The inductive Ldi/dt effects are also increasing due to the

higher current demands in more complex chips. However, the pin and package inductance

overwhelms the inductance of the on-chip power distribution network, and therefore the on-chip

inductance can be neglected [2], although the on-chip inductance may be considered in certain

applications [3][4]. Having the two components together, the overall voltage drop AV, at any

point in the power grid is [5][6][7]:

rop = ‘supply Rmesh + Lpack (1.1)

where Rmesh is the power grid (mesh) resistance, Lpack is the package and pin inductance, and

‘supply is the current flow through the user logic circuits.
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(a)

Figure 1.1: Effectiveness of on-chip decaps: (a) without decaps, the power supply noise level can be
high, compared to (b) where the noise level is low due to the use of decaps.

A variety of different methods can be used to manage supply voltage drops. Among them, the

most popular is to use on-chip decoupling capacitors (decaps) to maintain the power supply

within a certain percentage (e.g., 10%) of the nominal supply voltage [1][61. Decaps are typically

placed in regions between areas of high current demand and the power pads and I/O pins

[7][8][9][10][1 1]. The effectiveness of decaps can be illustrated conceptually in Fig. 1.1, where

the power system can be modeled as a distributed RLC network [8][12][13][14]. The power

supply noise level of Fig. 1.1(a) is reduced in Fig. 1.1(b) due to the use of decaps.

In Application Specific Integrated Circuit (ASIC) designs, two types of decaps can be identified:

white-space decaps and standard-cell decaps. White-space decaps are placed in the open areas of

the chip between intellectual property (IP) blocks, and are made from passive decaps or active

decaps. Standard-cell decaps are always passive decaps placed within the IP blocks themselves

[9], typically as filler cells.

Passive decaps can be implemented with MOS transistors or metal-insulator-metal (MIM)

capacitors. White-space decaps are usually implemented with NMOS transistors since they

Iob.LVs

LIrrJEJ -

I
PcIcoge Bond Wire/Pad Power Meok Package Bond Wire/Pad Power Mesh

(b)

glebol Vss
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provide a high capacitance value per unit area. In certain applications, PMOS devices and MIM

capacitors [15][16][17][18] are two alternatives for white-space decaps. Standard-cell decaps

normally use both NMOS and PMOS devices. A more recent approach is the active decap which

requires dynamic switching of passive decaps to boost up the power rail voltages when excessive

voltage drop is detected. Due to its area requirement, it can only be used in the open areas

between blocks. The implementation of active and passive decaps in terms of NMOS and PMOS

devices in either white-space areas or standard cells can be illustrated in Table 1.1. This research

addresses design and implementation issues for both active and passive decaps.

Table 1.1: Comparison on active and passive decap implementations.

Active decap Passive decap

White space NMOS and PMOS NMOS or PMOS (or MIM)

Standard cell Not used NMOS and PMOS

The lack of sufficient decaps can result in unsatisfactory timing and even functional failure for

the logic circuits and memory cells [191. On the other hand, overdesign may cost too much area.

It is necessary to develop a metric to evaluate the decap effectiveness in terms of power supply

noise management [20]. Starting from 9Onm, a number of relatively new issues [21] must be

addressed that impact the design and layout of decaps. This research addresses three important

decap problems including frequency response [22][23], electrostatic discharge (ESD) protection

[24], and gate tunneling leakage [6][25][26][27][28][29][30]. The frequency response controls

the performance of decaps at increasingly higher operating frequencies. A potential ESD event

across a thin gate oxide increases the likelihood that a chip will be permanently damaged due to

3



a short circuit in the decap itself. Higher gate leakage significantly increases the total static

power consumption of the chip.

In white-space areas, prior to the 9Onm technology, the use of passive decaps was sufficient. At

9Onm, the oxide thickness has been reduced to 2nm or less. Therefore, decaps have been

redesigned into a cross-coupled form [21] to protect the device from potential electrostatic

discharge (ESD) induced oxide breakdown [24]. However, the additional series resistance

considerably reduces the transient response of the decap [23]. As a result, large JR-drop levels in

localized regions (usually called “hot-spot” JR-drop violations) may unexpectedly be present in

high-speed ASICs. These unresolved hot spots cause timing closure problems or result in

functional failures in extreme cases. To remove them, designers must consider many options

such as moving the logic blocks, adding or rearranging the power pins, and/or modifying power

grid design. Near the tapeout deadline, such time-consuming design iterations may not always be

feasible. In these situations, an active decap design can play an important role in reducing supply

noise without major changes to the design [31]. That is, the active decap can be a drop-in

replacement of the passive decap in an attempt to remove any remaining hot spots, thereby

saving time and effort [32].

The concept of active decap can be extended with more switches and decaps to ideally achieve

lower supply noise. These extended active decap designs need to be evaluated for advantages

and limitations so that an optimal design can be made practical. In addition, a novel circuit called

charge-borrowing decap that transfers charge from a clean supply node to a noisy supply node

will be introduced to produce superior performance to the basic and the extended active decaps.
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1.2 Research Objectives

Research Statement:

To investigate new designs and proper placement of active and passive decoupling capacitors to

efficiently manage on-chip power supply noise in white-space areas and standard cells for ASIC

applications.

Specific Research Goals and Contributions:

• Design passive decaps in standard-cell arrays that properly trade off gate leakage, ESD

and transient response, and provide decap design metrics to determine the optimal layout

to obtain a desired capacitance level over a target operating frequency. Develop empirical

formulae with only a few parameters to capture the frequency responses for 9Onm and

65nm CMOS technologies.

• Design the basic active decap to provide better power-delay trade-off than prior

approaches for white-space hot-spot removal. Identify and resolve limitations of the

active decap in terms of suitability for ASIC applications in deep-submicron technologies.

Explore the placement of active decaps to remove late-stage JR-drop violations. Validate

the design of the active decap using a chip design that provides testing mechanisms to

evaluate improvements in dynamic voltage drops.

• Extend the concept of active decap by modifying its design for improved supply noise

management. Achieve a better active decap design that provides a higher level of power

supply noise reduction than the basic form of active decaps within a fixed area. Propose a

novel circuit that outperforms both the basic and the extended active decaps with help

from a clean supply rail.
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1.3 Organization of the Dissertation

The remainder of this dissertation is organized as follows. Chapter 2 provides the necessary

background on decap design basics and challenges, gate tunneling leakage through decaps, ESD

reliability of thin-oxide gates, standard-cell layout and placement of decaps, and metrics for

power supply noise management.

Chapter 3 develops a set of new passive decap designs based on the cross-coupled decap. The

modeling of the new designs is described and design metrics are provided to allow hand

calculations and analyses to be carried out. Based on the simulation results, the proper layout of

these designs is described.

Chapter 4 proposes a modified active decap design for hot spot removal in ASIC applications.

The design advantages and disadvantages are compared against prior work. Measurement results

from a test chip are used to validate the design. After correlation with measurement results,

further simulation is carried out to explore the efficiency of active decap placement.

Chapter 5 extends the concept of the active decap to achieve a better design that has a higher

level of power supply noise reduction. Also presented in the chapter is a novel charge-borrowing

decap circuit that outperforms the basic and the extended active decaps.

Chapter 6 summarizes the results of the dissertation and provides conclusions. Future research

directions are provided.
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Chapter 2

Background

2.1 Introduction

The topics in this chapter provide the necessary background for the rest of the dissertation. Some

fundamental and practical decap design issues are also highlighted to motivate the topics in the

remainder of the dissertation. This chapter begins with an overview of design challenges and

problems associated with decoupling capacitors in 9Onm and 65nm. The overview includes gate

tunneling leakage, electrostatic discharge phenomenon and protection, and standard-cell decap

placement. Gate leakage is introduced from a physical point of view, and useful information

from recent technologies is given. ESD reliability is presented and typical phenomena during an

ESD event are discussed. Primary and local ESD protection schemes are briefly illustrated. Since

ASIC designs typically utilize standard cells, the decap insertion and placement procedure within

standard-cell blocks is briefly introduced. A simple metric for supply noise management is

proposed to assess the profiles showing power supply noise and to compare the designs

providing different decap performance.
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2.2 Decoupling Capacitor Basics and Design Challenges

A passive decap in the white spaces of a chip can be implemented using an NMOS transistor

with the gate connected to VDD and both source and drain connected to Vss, as shown in Fig. 2.1.

This approach is considered effective because the thin-oxide capacitance of the transistor gate

provides a higher capacitance than any other oxide capacitance available in a standard CMOS

fabrication process [211. For design purposes, an approximation for hand calculating the

capacitance of this MOS decap can be given by [7]:

Cdecap W . L• C0, (2.1)

where W is the transistor width, L is the transistor length, and Cox is the oxide capacitance per

unit area. A more accurate capacitance model needs to include the parasitic fringing and overlap

capacitance of the transistor, and will be discussed in greater detail in Chapter 3. Passive white-

space decaps can also be implemented with thick-oxide MOS devices, depending on the

requirements on ESD and leakage, knowing that there is a capacitance density penalty.

Figure 2.1: Decoupling capacitor implemented using an NMOS device.

In the past, the analysis techniques and design metrics dealing with power supply voltage drop

were overly simplistic [33][34][35]. Designers analyzed power supply noise with static voltage

drop (SVD) analysis, which might not reflect the true nature of power supply fluctuations,

VDD

Decap
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leading to either unnecessary overdesign or risk of timing failures [20]. Although SVD analysis

can provide useful feedback in terms of certain glaring errors in the power grid design, it does

not take into account the impact of decaps and many other important factors. Dynamic voltage

drop (DVD) analysis is emerging as a replacement of SVD analysis to capture the impact of

decaps, package inductance, and simultaneous switching events. The drawback is that DVD

analysis does not return a fixed value that can assess the degree of improvement. Currently, there

is no signoff or analysis metric to characterize a DVD profile [36]. Therefore, a good metric for

DVD analysis is desired to evaluate decap design and placement, for the purposes of this

research.

At 9Onm, the oxide thickness has been reduced to about 2nm or less. Oxide thickness reduction

causes two problems: possible oxide breakdown during an ESD event and increased leakage

current. ESD is a transient process of static charge transfer that can typically arise from human

contact with any IC pin [24]. Additional input resistance can be inserted in series with passive

decaps to protect from ESD. However, this input resistance causes the decap to suffer from the

degraded frequency response, resulting in a poor performance in terms of managing power

supply noise. Moreover, increased gate leakage should be considered. If decaps can be

disconnected from the power rails when they are not needed (e.g., the logic circuit nearby is

quiet), gate leakage reduction can be achieved. Therefore, overdesign of decaps should be

avoided.

Standard-cell layouts of an IP block consist of rows of fixed-height cells in the ASIC design flow.

Typically, decap filler cells have both NMOS and PMOS devices. From the 9Onm node, a cross

9



coupled decap design has been proposed by cell library developers [21] to address the issue of

ESD reliability, as shown in Fig. 2.2. The cross-coupled design provides additional ESD

protection to the thin-oxide gate of the device [21]. Standard-cell decaps are generally

implemented with thin-oxide MOS devices.

VDD

Figure 2.2: Cross-coupled decap schematic 1211.

The major concern for white-space decaps at 9Onm and 65nm is a reduced budget for power

supply noise as the supply voltage decreases to about IV [19]. In certain situations, the use of

passive decaps only in white-space areas is not sufficient and hot spots at certain locations may

appear at a late design stage. Active decaps in the white space may be used to remove hot spots.

The goal is to investigate strengths, limitations, design issues and placement strategies for active

decaps in ASIC applications.

Active decaps were originally intended for custom designs. Our goal is to optimize them for

ASIC designs. Two active decap circuits using switched capacitances were proposed in the past

to regulate the supply voltages {37][38][39]. The basic concept of the active decap is to switch a

pair of passive decaps Caecap either in parallel or in series to increase charge delivery capability,

as shown in Fig. 2.3(a).

vss
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Figure 2.3: Active decap concept shown in (a) and two previous designs from (b) [37] [38] and (c)
[391.
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The two designs in [37] and [39] are effective for power supply noise reduction, but they also

have certain limitations. The design in [37] can respond quickly to supply noise but dissipates

large power, whereas [39] saves power but experiences long switching delays. Therefore, an

improved design with a better power-delay trade-off is desired. The two previous designs

[37][38][39] are illustrated in Fig. 2.3(b) and 2.3(c), respectively. Ref. [37][38][39] mitigate the

effects of LC resonance typically in the 20-400MHz band [40]. Recent work has been done to

reduce LC resonance using a switched decap technique [411. Researchers have also reported on a

distributed active decap to greatly boost the effective decap value while reducing the area

requirements [411. In addition, the issue of directly replacing an area occupied by a passive

decap with an active decap needs to be addressed to determine the degree of noise reduction that

can be obtained and the associated tradeoffs of area and power.

2.3 Thin-Oxide Gate Tunneling Leakage

In 9Onm and 65nm processes, a new design issue for decaps due to oxide thickness reduction is

the thin-oxide gate tunneling current. The current is in the form of tunneling electrons or holes

from substrate to gate or from gate to substrate through the gate oxide, depending on the voltage

biasing conditions [26]. Two forms of gate tunneling exist: Fowler—Nordheim (FN) tunneling

and direct tunneling. For normal operations on short-channel devices, FN tunneling is negligible,

and direct tunneling is dominant [26]. In the case of direct tunneling, the gate leakage current in

PMOS is much less than in NMOS, and it has been shown experimentally that PMOS gate

leakage is roughly three times smaller than NMOS gate leakage for same size transistors [27] [431.

The gate leakage simulations can be carried out by using BSIM4 SPICE models [44][45].
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Assuming a 9Onm technology with 1 .7nm oxide thickness and 1 .OV power supply, the gate

leakage current ‘leak is shown in Fig. 2.4.
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Figure 2.4: Gate leakage current versus gate area.
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Figure 2.5: Gate leakage current density Jleak versus oxide thickness t0,.
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Clearly, as indicated from simulation results, the gate leakage is proportional to the transistor

area. That is,

‘leak = kak WL (2.2)

where ileak is the gate leakage current density. From simulation, the decoupling capacitance

values of the transistor, Cdecap, are also shown in the figure. As described earlier, Cdecap is equal to

WLC0xto the first order. Since Co is fixed in this case, Cdecap is proportional to the decap area

of WL.

The gate leakage current density Jleak and the oxide thickness tox have an empirical relationship

as follows, assuming the voltage across the oxide Vox is fixed [43]:

log leak = K1 —K2 . (2.3)

where K1 and K2 are non-negative experimental constants and are process dependent. Equation

(2.3) implies that the gate leakage current is exponentially related to the oxide thickness. A

typical Jicak and tox relationship for a fixed Vox at 1V is illustrated in Fig. 2.5.

It is evident that at 9Onm and 65nm technologies, the gate leakage from decaps will be

significant [27]. The gate leakage contributes to the total static power consumption, and decaps

usually occupy a large on-chip area. The use of PMOS devices exclusively is not a viable

solution for high-frequency circuits since they have a poor frequency response relative to the

NMOS devices for 9Onm and 65nm.

In addition, the amount of gate leakage is also a strong function of the applied bias [28]. If the

transistor has a voltage across the oxide, Vox, roughly equal to VDD, the leakage current density
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is largest. If the transistor has a Vox set to close or below the threshold voltage VT, it leaks

significantly less. Indeed, under such a condition, the gate leakage current is typically 3-6 orders

of magnitude less, depending on the values of VDD and to [281. Thus, the gate leakage in the

second condition can be roughly considered to be zero. In decaps, the gate is at VDD and the

source and drain of a transistor are tied together. Therefore, decaps would experience the highest

levels of leakage, as a function ofV0x.

The oxide capacitance C0 is a critical factor to many physical properties of MOS transistors

since the drain current of a transistor is proportional to Cox. A larger Cox results in a larger drain

current and hence a faster transition or a shorter gate delay. On the other hand, the subthreshold

current is related to Cox: a smaller Cox (or a larger toy) corresponds to a higher threshold voltage

VT and therefore smaller subthreshold current [26]. Each technology generation attempts to

increase C0 by roughly 1 .4x while reducing the channel length L to O.7x of the previous

technology’s channel length [7]. The result is that the product of C0L has been maintained

relatively constant as technology scales. The proper Cox selection balances the trade-off between

the drain current and the subthreshold current in each technology node.

From Equation (2.3), the gate leakage density is inversely related to tox. A smaller tox leads to

exponentially increasing gate leakage. From a gate leakage perspective, the oxide thickness t0x

should be kept large. However, Cox is determined by:

C0=— (2.4)
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where ox is the permittivity of the oxide and is fixed for a given oxide material. Equation (2.4)

suggests that if ox is kept unchanged, the increase in Cox will lead to a decrease in tcj and

hence an exponential growth in gate leakage [46].

Knowing that the gate leakage increase may be excessive for 9Onm and 65nm, in order to keep

t0x thick while increasing Cox, one can adjust the dielectric constant, k, where = k 6, and

801s the vacuum permittivity. If a high permittivity (high-k) dielectric can be used instead of the

normal Si02 oxide, the physical oxide thickness t0x would no longer be limited by its electrical

property Cox. This concept of using high-k dielectrics was presented in [47], and researchers and

process engineers have continued to pursue better high-k materials [481. One of the main goals of

using high-k gate dielectrics is to keep the gate leakage under control [48]. Commonly suggested

high-k materials include HfO2, HfSiON, Zr02, and A1203,whose permittivity ranges from 10 to

30 [48][49], compared to 3.97 of Si02. Commercial microprocessors fabricated at a 45nm

technology have been developed using high-k materials, and it has been reported that a i OX gate

leakage reduction was achieved [50]. Starting from 45nm, most fabrication facilities are

anticipated to shift to high-k technology to reduce gate leakage [51]. However, for 9Onm and

65nm, the concerns on gate leakage are still significant [27][51].

2.4 Electrostatic Discharge Reliability in Decap Design

ESD protection due to the thin oxide has become an important concern starting from the 9Onm

technology node. ESD is the process of static discharge that can typically arise from human

contact with any IC pin. Approximately 0.6pC of charge is carried on a body capacitance of

lOOpF, generating a potential of 2kV or higher to discharge from the contacted IC pin to ground
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for a duration of more than lOOns [24]. Under such an event, the peak discharge current is in the

ampere range, leading to permanent damage on certain transistors in the chip if not properly

protected. The damage can be in one of two forms, or a combination of the two. The first is

thermal burnout in devices or interconnects, while the other is oxide breakdown of devices due to

the high voltage across the oxide [24]. When running simulations for an ESD event, the

maximum current density J of devices and interconnects is measured to check for potential

thermal damage. The oxide voltage also needs to be measured to compare with the oxide

breakdown voltage of a device for a given fabrication process. The oxide breakdown voltage is

almost linearly proportional to the oxide thickness [24]. For instance, assuming a 9Onm process

uses 1 .7nm of oxide thickness, the corresponding oxide breakdown voltage is just below 5V. If

the thickness is doubled, the oxide breakdown voltage is also doubled to around 1OV [24].

An ESD event can be delivered between any two pins of an IC. To properly protect an IC from

ESD damage, an ESD circuit must shunt ESD current between these two pins [24]. In the case of

decaps within standard cells, the only two pins that the decaps have access to are the two local

power rails, namely VDD and Vss. Primary and local (sometimes called secondary) protection

elements are needed to protect the two rails by limiting the voltage difference between the two

rails to a value below the oxide breakdown voltage. The primary element will shunt most of the

ESD current, whereas the local element serves to limit the voltage or current at the local circuit

until the primary element is fully operational [24]. A primary element can be a thick oxide

transistor, a silicon-controlled rectifier, an open-gate, grounded-gate or coupled-gate NMOS

transistor, or a large diode [24]. A local protection element can be simply a diode formed by a

grounded-gate NMOS transistor [24].
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A typical ESD protection scheme is illustrated in Fig. 2.6. In addition to the primary and local

elements, a resistor R1 is required to limit the maximum current flow to the decap and to limit

the voltage seen from the gate of the decap. For better ESD protection, this resistance is normally

large and can be in the forms of polysilicon, diffusion, n-well, or channel resistance [24]. The

resistance is generally not implemented together with primary and local protection devices.

Rather, it is usually inserted within standard cells where ESD damage is a concern.

Previous decap designs (typically before 9Onm technology) did not consider ESD performance

for two reasons. First, the transistor’s oxide thickness was large and the oxide breakdown voltage

was high enough that the transistor was likely to survive during an ESD event with adequate

protection circuits. Second, insertion of the large resistance dramatically reduces the transient

response of the decap. However, starting from 9Onm, the gate oxide is so thin that the designer

cannot ignore the increased ESD risk. A large resistance is therefore recommended to be placed

inside the decap cells to protect the circuit from potential ESD damage. Hence, this tradeoff

between ESD reliability and transient response becomes the one of major decap design

challenges in 9Onm and 65nm technologies.

Global

Figure 2.6: Complete ESD protection scheme.
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The ESD simulation requires an ESD generation model. Among all the existing models, the

human body model (HBM) was adopted for simplicity. Following the standard MIL-STD-883x

method 3015.7 [24], a human body can be simulated as a series of l.5k2 resistance RHBM and

lOOpF capacitance CHBM. The capacitor CHBM is initially charged to 2kV that needs to be

discharged through some primary elements. The primary element is arbitrarily chosen to be an

ESD diode plus a gate-coupled NMOS device (GCNMOS) with an n-well resistor Rnweii (l5k2)

and an NMOS bootstrap capacitor Cb. Two identical primary elements are used to protect the

circuit placed in between the HBM generation and the elements, as shown in Fig. 2.7. For

simplicity, no secondary element is used.

Since the primary elements are designed to handle large current flow, the maximum current

density, Jmax, is assumed to be within the safe range and is not measured. HBM generation raises

the voltage level at node VDD, and hence turns on the primary elements to discharge. For device

protection from oxide breakdown, the voltage across the oxide Vox of each decap transistor

needs to be observed in simulation. The Vox voltages should to be kept as low as possible, given

that the oxide breakdown voltage for a typical 9Onm is below 5V.

Initially charged to 2kV

VDD

___________ ____________ ______________

J V.

______________

HBM generation Primary element Primary element
(Duplicate)

Figure 2.7: Simulation setup for ESD analysis [24].
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2.5 Standard-Cell Decap Layout and Placement

In the white spaces around the chip, decaps are usually made of NMOS devices, as described

earlier. However, within standard cells, it is more convenient to make decaps using both NMOS

and PMOS transistors to form a decap filler cell. This is because the n-well is already

implemented and usually reserved for PMOS devices. Only about a half-cell area is for NMOS

devices. One sample standard-cell decap layout is illustrated in Fig. 2.8. In the figure, the NMOS

decap occupies roughly the bottom half of the cell area, whereas the PMOS decap is located in

the n-well. The capacitor areas are the polysilicon gates placed on top of the channel regions of

the MOS transistors. For standard cells, the height of the cell is always fixed, and the designers

can only adjust the cell width. Once the cell width is determined, the size of the decap and the

capacitance of the decap are established. Fig. 2.8(a) illustrates a large decap cell (measured in

cell width) with long channel transistors. A fingering technique is commonly used to have a

smaller effective channel length to improve the decap frequency response. Fig. 2.8(b) depicts the

same decap cell but with two fingers.

(a) (b)

Figure 2.8: Sample layout of standard-cell N-I-P decap (a) with one finger and (b) with two fmgers.
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During the placement procedure, computer-aided design (CAD) tools place standard cells into

rows. Because the height of each cell is always the same, when cells are placed adjacent to each

other, the n-well region and the VDD and V55 lines are automatically aligned. The cells for

placement are obtained from the standard-cell library, where all the cells are predefined in width

and driving strength. Since the total width of the row is fixed and the individual cell widths are

fixed, some empty spaces (typically small) between the cells are left after placing cells. Those

empty spaces are good candidates for the placement of decap cells [9]. In fact, a set of decap

cells with different cell widths is often included in the standard-cell library.

Decap insertion is considered as a part of the complete design flow. In a typical ASIC design

flow, once the standard-cell blocks are synthesized, placed and routed by CAD tools, the decap

cells are placed into the empty spaces. Generally, since the spaces are filled using a library of

decap cells with various sizes, the decap placement is done without affecting the placement of

other logic cells. After placement and routing, chip-level timing is analyzed and timing

violations will be fixed by replacement and/or rerouting. Then, chip-level JR-drop analysis is

carried out by a CAD tool (e.g., Apache Redhawk) such that the hot spots of severe voltage-drop

areas are identified [521. If the voltage drop at the hot spots exceeds the noise budget, more

decaps will be inserted into the violation regions and a modification of the placement of other

logic cells may have to be done. The logic cell movement requires additional timing and

routability analysis before moving on to next step. Then, the chip’s JR drop is analyzed again for

the remaining hot spots. These steps in the design flow are iterated until all the hot spots are

eliminated and all the logic circuits pass timing analysis. Typically, it may take one or two
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(occasionally even more) iterations to eliminate all the hot spots [7][9]. In addition, the potential

problem of electromigration is also checked alongside the JR-drop analysis [7].

This commonly used decap placement approach is not optimal simply because the empty cells

may not be located near the high JR-drop regions. After the hot spots are first identified, the

remaining empty spaces near the hot spots may not be large enough. Hence, the logic cells may

have to be shifted, resulting in a need for additional timing analysis. In order to improve the

placement efficiency, researchers suggest a few approaches including: global decap placement

between standard-cell blocks [53], decap placement using activity [1], standard-cell decap

placement not affecting relative placement of logic cells [9], and earlier-stage decap placement

decisions [24]. Since decaps experience excessive gate leakage, decap placement methods

considering leakage current are proposed in [6] and [25].

2.6 Metric for Power Supply Noise Management

Static Voltage Drop (SVD) analysis and verification has traditionally been an essential part of

the overall physical design and verification flow in semiconductor industry for over the past ten

years [20]. In this approach, the JR drops across the chip are computed by averaging the current

draw by the transistors and blocks from the power grid. The computed fixed values can be fed to

timing verifiers to assess the impact on delay. In the past, SVD analysis provided useful

feedback in terms of major errors in the power grid design. Going forward, at 90 nm and smaller

technologies, SVD verification is not enough to ensure power integrity. SVD does not take into

account the contribution of power density, variations in the switching activity profile and impact
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of inductance and decoupling capacitors (including LC resonance effects) [2]. Therefore, SVD is

not an adequate approach to analyze and optimize power delivery networks in SoC designs.

Recently, industry began to use Dynamic Voltage Drop (DVD) analysis as a way to capture the

impact of decaps, inductance, and spatial and temporal switching events in the design [20]. DVD

is emerging as a replacement to SVD to capture the impact of power supply noise on timing

behavior of logic and memory cells. In order to evaluate the design of active or passive

decoupling capacitors on a DVD profile and to qualify its impact on a design’s timing

performance, two quantities can be used as a metric: DVDavg and DVDmax, as shown in Fig. 2.9.

DVDavg is the DVD profile’s average value in the timing cycle, whereas DVDmax is the DVD

profile’s peak value in the same timing cycle. A design is considered better if it has smaller

DVDavg and DVDmaX. Users should add design margins to these metrics to account for the

metric’s simplifications, or they should perform the final signoff process with actual DVD

profiles.

DQ DQ

vss
Cik

V00

V00 DVDyg

Cik

Figure 29: DVDaVg and DVDmax: metric used to evaluate DVD profiles.
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Ref. [20] validates the use of this metric. It can be established that the impact of the voltage drop

profile on the timing performance of a digital path is equivalent to applying a fixed supply

voltage of VDD- DVDavg to the same path. To show this, a logic path was first simulated in

presence of a true dynamic voltage profile on the power supply, and then a DC voltage equal to

the average of the voltage profile was used on the power supply [20]. The results show that the

timing behaviour of the two cases matches. The intuitive reason for this relationship can be

illustrated in Fig. 2.9. Considering the delay of the critical path of the circuit between the two

flops, gate delay is reduced when the supply voltage overshoots (VDD(t) > VDD nominal) and

increased when the supply voltage undershoots (VDD(t) < VDD nominal). When the supply voltage

fluctuates, gates that see a voltage drop higher than the VDD- DVDaVg accelerate and gates that

see a voltage drop lower than VDD- DVDavg decelerate compared to the situation where all gates

see a voltage drop equal to VDD- DVDaVg. Therefore, DVDavg is a good measure of the average

effect of the JR drop on delay. The use of DVDavg as a metric for JR-drop analysis has been

shown to be valid on several industrial designs [20].

Applying the metric, any approach (e.g., decap insertion) that reduces the average dynamic

voltage drop (DVDavg) or raises the average supply voltage (VDD DVDavg) can be considered as

a valid solution for reducing power supply noise to improve timing performance, although the

instantaneous supply voltage drop may not be affected.

The DVDmax value represents the worst-case voltage drop, with a safety margin, that causes a

failure in logic circuit and memory cells. That is, if the voltage drop exceeds DVDmax by the
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margin of safety, the behaviour of standard cells or memory cells will be unpredictable. The

value of DVDmax depends on the tolerance of individual IP blocks to power supply noise.

Ref. [20] suggests that DVDavg should not be bigger than 10% of VDD-Vss and DVDmaX should

not be bigger than 20% of VDD-VSS. These percentage values are commonly used in the industry

[20]. These limits are considered pessimistic enough to account for the simplified nature of the

metric.

By analyzing different DVD profiles using the metric of DVDaVg and DVDmax [20], an important

conclusion can be made: Lth/dt contribution of voltage drop is not as critical as the JR

contribution. Ldi/dt only affects the DVDmax and therefore has minimal impact on DVDavg as

long as the transfer of charge is completed within the cycle. Therefore, Ldi/dt voltage drop may

not significantly affect the timing performance of the chip, as long as it does not create supply

fluctuations that exceed the DVDmaX. The above observation is consistent with [2].

2.7 Summary

This chapter summarized a number of decap design issues including gate tunneling leakage, ESD

protection, standard-cell layout and placement requirements, and the lack of useful metrics

evaluating the results from DVD analysis. The decap design challenges for 9Onm and 65nm were

described. A simple metric, DVDavg and DVDmax, was proposed to interpret the DVD results

from CAD tools. The metric is best used to compare and evaluate different decap designs.
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Chapter 3

Passive Decoupling Capacitor Design

3.1 Introduction

In an ASIC design flow, after placement and routing, empty spaces naturally exist within

standard cells. Passive decoupling capacitors, as filler cells, are usually used to fill these empty

spaces to reduce JR drop problems locally. This chapter addresses the design and layout of

passive decaps [9][23][24] for standard cells at the 9Onm technology node. As described in the

previous sections, the JR drop has been increasing over time due to increased resistances in the

power grid as the metal widths continue to shrink with each successive technology generation.

The inductive Ldi/dt effects are also increasing due to the high current demands of ASIC designs

in deep submicron technologies [7][lO][l 1]. The increased supply noise level challenges the

design and layout of passive decaps.

A number of relatively new issues for standard-cell decaps must be addressed that impact the

design and layout of these cells at scaled technology nodes. Two important problems of decap

frequency response and electrostatic discharge (ESD) protection [24] will be addressed. Since

decaps are required to perform at increasingly higher operating frequencies, the frequency

response [lO][12]{54] of passive decaps will be investigated first to propose improvements to
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optimize decap layouts. Next, the problems of reduced oxide thickness of a transistor, namely,

ESD [24] and thin-oxide gate leakage [6][1 1], will be explored in the context of decap design. A

potential ESD event across a thin gate oxide increases the likelihood that a chip will be

permanently damaged due to a short circuit in the decap itself. Higher gate leakage increases the

total static power consumption of the chip.

A cross-coupled standard-cell design was proposed [21] to address the issue of ESD performance.

The design provides sufficient ESD protection, but does not offer any savings in gate leakage

and it may compromise the frequency response. This chapter aims to suggest improved layouts

of the cross-coupled design that properly tradeoff frequency response and ESD performance,

while greatly reducing gate leakage current.

3.2 High-Frequency Response of Decoupling Capacitors

Standard-cell layouts of an IP block consist of rows of fixed-height cells in the ASIC design flow.

After cell placement is completed, there are a number of empty cells that can be filled with

decaps of various sizes depending on the space available. Previous work has addressed the

automatic placement and sizing of decap cells [9]. The focus in this chapter is on optimal layout

of each decap filler cell. Typically, these standard cells have both NMOS and PMOS devices as

shown in Fig. 3.1(a), with a corresponding layout in Fig. 3.1(b). Thin-oxide MOS devices are

generally used for standard-cell decap implementation.
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Figure 3.1: (a) A standard cell decap can be implemented as a NMOS in parallel with a PMOS
device. The corresponding layout is shown in (b).

As the frequency of operation increases, a fingering approach is required to implement the layout.

That is, a single transistor is split into a number of parallel transistors with the same width, but

smaller channel lengths. The overhead of this approach is additional spacing for source/drain

contacts and an overall reduction in the low-frequency capacitance. However, the average

capacitance of the decap over a given frequency range improves as the number of fingers

increases. Therefore, the problem of how many fingers to use given a fixed area of a filler cell

and fixed gate-oxide thickness needs to be addressed. The objective here is to develop a useful

metric to capture the frequency response characteristics in order to choose the optimal number of

fingers.

To derive the needed equations, an NMOS decoupling capacitor is depicted first in Fig. 3.2.

Non-idealities associated with MOS devices are modeled as a lumped-RC circuit [12j where both

the effective resistance, Rejj, and effective capacitance, C11, are functions of frequency, f as

shown in Fig. 3.2.
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(f)

Figure 3.2: A decap can be implemented as a NMOS device and modeled as a lumped-RC circuit
with effective resistance and effective capacitance as functions of frequency,f.

The DC capacitance Ceff,O and resistance ReffO are given by {12][24]{55] (where the subscript 0

indicates zero frequency at DC):

C0 —CoxWL+2CoLW (3.1)

R
L

(3.2)eff,O
12PCOXW(VGS—VT)

where Cox is the oxide capacitance per unit area, COL is the overlap and fringing capacitances

per unit width of the device, p is the channel mobility, YGS is the voltage across the oxide, and

VT is the threshold voltage.

Assuming that a given filler cell has a horizontal dimension X and vertical dimension Y, the

channel length of each device in a fingered layout is:

Lm =[X—(m—1)xcontac,]/m (3.3)

where m is the number of fmgers and is the distance between fingers required by contact

spacing rules. Modified expressions for Ceff0 and Rejo can be derived as a function of the number

of fingers. Thus, the effective capacitance at DC is given by:

CeffO(m) = m•(C0xYLm +2.CQLY) (3.4)
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For capacitance, each additional finger adds extra overlap and fringing capacitances but loses

area due to the contact spacing. Therefore, the capacitance actually decreases linearly as the

number of fingers increases. The corresponding equation for RCff0 with m fingers in a parallel

combination is:

1 L,, lReff,O
eff,O(m) 2 ( )12 PCOxW(VGs-VT)

In previous work [12], the resistance was used to select the channel length and there were no area

constraints involved. However, since the resistance drops off as m2, it is not as important in the

selection of a suitable m. In fact, the goal of an optimal layout should be to provide the highest

capacitance value in the given area over a desired operating frequency, 0 tof0,while delivering a

low resistance. A simple metric is needed to evaluate layouts with differing number of fingers.

The easiest choice for a metric is to use the average capacitance over this frequency response up

tof0, as follows:

c — C’eff,0m +
(3 6)avg(m)

2

where C0(m) is obtained from Equation (3.4) and Ceff(m)(fo) is the effective capacitance with m

fmgers at frequencyf0. A weighted average is also feasible, but it was observed that the simple

average works well in practice.

The main issue with the metric is that Cefftm)(fø) is difficult to compute without the aid of HSPICE

or an equivalent simulation tool. To facilitate the process, simple frequency-dependent models

for both Ceff and Reff are developed. Also, the characteristics of both functions need to be accurate

as technology scales. First, a number of AC simulations were performed in HSPICE for a 9Onm

CMOS technology using non-quasi-static (NQS) models, which are essential when simulating
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decaps in the gigahertz frequency range of operation. Two parameters, ACNQSMOD and

TRNQSMOD, were set to “1” in BSIM4 [55]. The circuit in Fig. 3.3 was used to extract the

effective resistance and capacitance from HSPICE results as follows [52]:

Reff(f)=
Re(IRC)

(3.7)
Mag (IRc)

c (f)
= Mag (IRC) (3.8)

2lrfIm(IRC)

where Re(IRC), Im(IRC), and Mag(IRC) are the real, imaginary, and magnitude components of ‘RC,

respectively. It is assumed in Equation (3.7) and (3.8) that the applied AC voltage Vac is 1LO° V.

Vac

Vdc VDD Ceff(/)

Figure 3.3: The circuit setup to extract the effective resistance and the effective capacitance values
from an ac analysis.

Both NMOS and PMOS decaps were simulated with W x L sizes as follows: l5jtm x 5pm, lOiim

x lOiim, and 5j.im x 15j.im. The simulation frequency ranged from 0 to 10GHz. Typical ASIC

clock rates today are in the range of 500MHz to 1GHz, but it is important to study frequency

response well beyond the clock frequency. Most of the spectral power density of digital signals

lies within frequencies of up tOfee l/(2trise), where tflse is a signal’s rise time (which can be on

the order of 5Ops or less), andee is the 3-dB cutoff frequency of the spectral power density [56].

It was assumed conservatively that trise SOps, and the analysis was carried out up to 10GHz.
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The results of the simulations are shown in Fig. 3.4. Asf increases, there is a noticeable roll-off

in the curves due to finite transit time effects. Devices with large L’s have a more pronounced

effect. In fact, the Ceff curve for 5im x 1 5jim quickly decays in value relative to 1 5jim x 5im. A

general observation on NMOS and PMOS decaps can also be made: NMOS is superior to PMOS

in its high-frequency behavior since it has a larger Ceff and a smaller Reff at high frequencies,

assuming the area is fixed. Although standard cells employ both NMOS and PMOS devices for

decaps, these results show that NMOS decaps would provide better . frequency response

characteristics.

For modeling purposes, based on the frequency responses of Ceff and Reff, it is suggested [55] that

the functions can be postulated into the form:

C (f)=
CeffO

(3.9)eff
l+(f/fT)2r

R (f)
R0

(3.10)eff
l+(f/fT)2r’

wheret1=1/12 [55] and the transition frequencyf = ‘( Shown in Fig. 3.5 are the
2rL

results of curve-fitting using Equations (3.9) and (3.10) against HSPICE for the NMOS device.

The results are very close. A factor of 1/2 was applied tofT in order to produce results shown in

Fig. 3.5. That is, the equation forfT must be adjusted by a fitting factor of 0.5 in order to obtain

good results. Similar results were obtained for PMOS devices. This demonstrates that the first-

order equations for Cejj(f) and Rej’(J) are reasonably accurate and, perhaps more importantly, that

Ceff(m)(fo) can be easily computed for the metric without running HSPICE.
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At this point, all the necessary information is obtained to determine the number of fingers based

on the frequency response. From Equation (3.9), the effective capacitance in Equation (3.6) atf0

with m fingers is:

Ceff(m)(fo)
= 1+(f/J())2v

where fT(m)
= (s) (3.11)

To demonstrate the efficacy of the metric, it was applied to the layout of a standard-cell decap in

an available area of 2pm x 9jim. Using Equation (3.6), Table 3.1 lists the Cavg(m) metric values

for the NMOS or PMOS devices for different frequency ranges. The optimal number of fingers

corresponds to the largest entries in bold. For example, if the frequency range of interest is 0 to

10GHz, then 3 NMOS fingers and 4 PMOS fingers are optimal relative to the metric. Of course,

if the range is 0 to 2GHz, two fingers are sufficient for both N or P devices. Note that PMOS

devices typically require one more finger than NIvIOS devices at higher frequencies of operation.

Table 3.1: Optimal number of fingers for different frequency ranges.

Frequency Range Cavg Metric versus Number of Fingers

0 —fo m=1 m=r2 m=3 m4 m5

N 180W 187fF 182fF 177fF 171W
0-2GHz

P 150W 183fF 182fF 177fF 171W

N 150fF 184fF 182W 177fF 171W
0-5GHz

P 110fF 165fF 178fF 176W 171W

N 120fF 173fF 180fF 176fF 171W
0 - 10 GHz

P 100fF 135ff 166fF 172fF 169W
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Table 3.1 was shown to illustrate the use of the metric in determining the optimal number of

fingers. In practice, the design process would be as follows. First, the area of a filler cell (in

particular, the X dimension of the cell) and frequency range of operation are used as input

parameters. Then, the capacitance value as a function of m is computed using Equation (3.6).

Finally, the value of m producing the highest capacitance is used to implement the layout.

The results in Table 3.1 can be validated by using Equations (3.4) and (3.9) to generate Ceffim)

plots for both NMOS and PMOS devices, as shown in Fig. 3.6. The results in the plot were

verified with HSPICE to ensure consistency. As an example, consider the cases with 1 finger and

f0=lOGHz. For the NMOS case in Fig. 3.6, Cavg(1)N(Ceff,o+Ceff(1)(J,))/2(l9OfF+5OfF)/2 12OfF,

whereas for PMOS, Cavg(1)p(Ceff,o+Ceff(1)(f))/2(l9OfF+lOff)/2lOOfF. These are the same

values that are found in the last row of the table with m= 1. The rest of the table is produced in the

same manner for different values of m and frequency range, 0 —f0.

By inspection, the plots indicate that 3 fingers would be optimal for NMOS decaps and 4 fingers

would be optimal for PMOS decaps, based on the flatness of the lines and the initial value of the

capacitance. This conclusion is consistent with Table 3.1. However, by using the metric,

designers can quickly obtain the optimal number of fingers for a target operating frequency,

without the need for such plots or SPICE simulations.

I
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Figure 3.7: The effective capacitance, Cej$f), of NMOS and PMOS decaps in 9Onm for different
numbers of fingers in a fixed area of Y=2iim and X=9im.

Fig. 3.7 illustrates how standard cell layouts would be implemented using the above results,

assuming a 10GHz operating range. These layouts would be automatically created by a decap

filler cell generator. Two possible layouts are shown: (a) uses the N and P devices and (b) is

NMOS only. Fig. 3.7(a) uses 3 fingers for the NMOS device and 4 fingers for the PMOS device.

From an average capacitance perspective, the NMOS-only layout style of Fig. 3.7(b) is better,

and this is also reflected in Table 3.1. To implement this type of layout in a standard cell, the p

well region must be extended to cover the entire area, which is not typical of standard cell design.

This approach can be used as long as the design rules at the boundaries of adjacent standard cells

are satisfied.

(b)
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3.3 Cross-Coupled Decoupling Capacitor Designs

At the 9Onm technology node, there is the possibility of oxide breakdown during an ESD event.

A simple ESD protection scheme for decaps is to insert a relatively large resistance in series to

limit the maximum voltage seen at the gate of the decap [24]. A minimum ReJJçO is needed to

ensure ESD reliability for decap cells. A cross-coupled decap design has been proposed by cell

library developers [21] to address the issue of ESD reliability. As shown previously in Fig. 2.2,

the drain of the PMOS device is connected to the gate of the NMOS, and vice-versa [21]. The

cross-coupled design provides additional series resistance to the inherent decap resistance to

increase Reff0.

The frequency response characteristics of this new configuration can be evaluated to determine if

the results obtained in the last section can be applied directly to the new circuit. A standard 3N-

4P decap of Fig. 3.7(a) is first compared to a same-area cross-coupled decap using HSPICE ac

analysis in Fig. 3.3, and the results are shown in Fig. 3.8.

The standard 3N-4P decap has a very low resistance (around 3O), which makes it prone to ESD

failure. The cross-coupled 3N-4P design has a much higher DC Rejj 0 (around 35002) but a

poorer frequency response for Ceff. Consequently, the tradeoff between ESD reliability and

frequency response must be considered in the design process and decap layout. To improve the

frequency response, additional fingers must be used. The target resistance Rejj,o target for ESD

protection in our case is a minimum of 5002. The number of fingers was increased to reduce the

resistance from 35OO down to that required by ESD. According to Equation (3.5), the scale

factor on the 3N-4P design can be found as follows:
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3500
Rotget=

m2
=500

(3.12)

:.m=g3500/500=2.6

Scaling the 3N-4P by approximately this amount, a cross-coupled 8N-9P decap was produced.

Similarly, for an ESD target Reff0 target = 10002, it was found that m=l .9, so a cross-coupled 6N-

7P decap was chosen. The plots for 6N-7P and 8N-9P fingers are also illustrated in Fig. 3.8. The

results show that the 8N-9P cross-coupled version is the best configuration to address both

frequency response and ESD protection.
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From a layout perspective, the cross-coupled decaps can be realized by simply rerouting the poly

connections of the standard decaps, while keeping the MOS devices the same. The layouts of

two cases, 3N-4P and 8N-9P, are shown in Fig. 3.9.
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Figure 3.9: Sample layouts of cross-coupled decap cells for (a) 3N-4P (b) 8N-9P.

It is important to address one other issue of thin-oxide, gate leakage current of the decap, which

contributes to the chip’s total static power. Using HSPICE, the standard and cross-coupled decap

circuits were found to have almost identical gate leakage. That is, since the cell area is fixed and

only the poly terminal connections are swapped, the cross-coupled design provides no inherent

savings in gate leakage as compared to the standard design. There exists a simple design

approach to save gate leakage. Simulations using BSIM4 SPICE models [44] indicated that
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PMOS gate leakage is roughly 3 times smaller than NMOS gate leakage for same size transistors

[27][43]. Therefore, PMOS devices are preferred from a leakage perspective. Since PMOS

devices have a poor frequency response, more fingers can be used to obtain the desired result.

But this must be carried out in the context of the cross-coupled design to preserve ESD

protection.

The basic idea to control leakage is to have the smallest possible NMOS device cross-coupled

with the largest possible multi-fingered PMOS device. This way, the advantages of PMOS

leakage and cross-coupling ESD protection are preserved. The layouts of two configurations are

illustrated in Fig. 3.10. A small NMOS device is used in both cases. Note the n-well regions have

been expanded in both layouts to accommodate the larger PMOS device. Fig. 3.10(a) uses 9

PMOS fingers while Fig. 3.10(b) has a total of 16 fingers. The same cell area as before (2jim x

9pm) was used for the two designs.
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Table 3.2: Comparison of the passive decap designs and their gate leakage current.

Decap Cell Layout Description Gate Leakage

Std. 3N-4P Std. decap with 3 fmgers for N and 4 fingers for P 262.4 nA

Cross-Coupled 3N-4P Cross coupled with 3 fingers for N and 4 fingers for P 260.8 nA

Cross-Coupled 8N-9P Cross coupled with 8 fingers for N and 9 fingers for P 206.8 nA

9 fingers Cross coupled with smallest N and 9 fingers for P 119.1 nA
Modified

16 fingers Cross coupled with smallest N and 16 fingers for P 99.7 nA

(a)
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Table 3.2 summarizes the leakage values for the different cases. The standard and cross-coupled

3N-4P decaps have roughly the same leakage. It is somewhat reduced for the 8N-9P case since

there is less area for leakage. However, for the two layouts with the small NMOS devices, the

leakage is cut in half. In fact, the case with 1N-16P, the leakage is 62% less than the standard

decap 3N-4P.

The Reff,o target of the cross-coupled design must be set based on ESD considerations, but that also

controls the maximum number of fingers permitted, mmax. Since the NMOS device is fixed while

the PMOS device is multi-fingered, the following equation can be used to determine the

resistance:

“eff,O_target — “W” 2mmax

where RN and R are the resistance of the decaps without fingers, and “II” means “in parallel

with.” This target Reff0 sets up the equation for a maximum number of fmgers, That is,

I 1 1
mm=I( ——)R (3.14)

eff,O_target N

As described in the previous section, the optimal m depends on the frequency response (i.e.,

Cavg(m)), but the number of fingers selected should not exceed to mm to satisfy ESD

requirements.
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Figure 3.11: Frequency response of various cross-coupled designs.
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Fig. 3.11 illustrates the frequency response of the various designs from 0-10GHz. All of the

configurations provide similar Ceff0 values but are dramatically different in the frequency

response characteristics. The standard 3N-4P case is the best, followed by the modified cross-

coupled 1 N-i 6P. The Reff0 are different in all cases but only the standard 3N-4P case is

unsuitable for ESD protection. However, it is desirable to select the configuration with the lowest

Reff0 that satisfies the ESD criteria (5002 in this case) for a rapid time-domain response. Overall,

the cross-coupled iN- 1 6P layout is recommended because it provides the required RefJ 0 for ESD

reliability and saves at least 50-60% on gate leakage.

To summarize, for 9Onm and 65nrn, standard-cell passive decap design should follow the layout

strategy shown in Fig. 3.10. By using the smallest NMOS device and the largest multi-fingered

PMOS device in the cross-coupled form, the decap has the lowest leakage and is able to satisi’

the ESD requirements.

3.4 Summary

This chapter investigated the tradeoffs between high-frequency performance of decaps and ESD

protection and its impact on the layout of standard-cell passive decaps. A design metric was

introduced to determine the optimal number of fingers to use in the standard-cell layout to obtain

a desired capacitance level over a target operating frequency. Models were developed to capture

the frequency responses of Reff and Ceff for a given technology with only a few parameters. As a

result, the models can be used to predict the same characteristics of future technologies.
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For ESD protection, a cross-coupled design was proposed by cell library developers to provide a

large series resistance, but it suffers from reduced frequency response and provides no savings in

gate leakage. This chapter demonstrated that more fingers are needed with the cross-coupled

standard-cell layouts to provide the target resistance value for ESD protection. The design of the

target resistance can follow the formulae provided in this chapter. The layout with the smallest

NMOS device and a multi-fingered PMOS device delivers acceptable frequency response and

ESD reliability, while providing the lowest leakage.
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Chapter 4

Active Decoupling Capacitor Design

4.1 Introduction

Passive decaps described previously have a small layout and are useful within the block of

standard cells. However, for large global decaps (i.e., outside the block), other approaches can be

used. This chapter addresses a novel application of the active decoupling capacitor. The

objective is to investigate the effectiveness of removing local JR-drop violations (usually called

“hot spots”) by replacing passive decaps with active decaps. Starting from 9Onm, large power

supply noise levels in localized regions may unexpectedly be present in high-speed ASICs [19].

These unresolved hot spots cause timing closure problems or result in functional failures in

extreme cases. These hot spots are often detected late in the design cycle so they become

problematic and difficult to remove.

To remove them, designers must consider many options such as moving the logic blocks, adding

or rearranging the power pins, and/or modifying power grid design. Near the tapeout deadline,

such time-consuming design iterations may not always be feasible. In these situations, an active

decap design can play an important role in reducing supply noise without major changes to the

design [31]. That is, the active decap can be a drop-in replacement of the passive decap in an
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attempt to remove any remaining hot spots, thereby saving time and effort. In this chapter, to

explore the effectiveness of an active decap, quantitative data will be provided on the expected

improvements, sizing considerations and placement of an active decap relative to the hot spot.

Two active decap circuits using switched capacitances were proposed in the past to regulate the

supply voltages [37] [38] [39]. By increasing charge delivery capability, the two designs in [37]

and [39] are quite effective at reducing supply noise, but they also have certain limitations. The

design in [37] can switch quickly but dissipates large power, whereas [39] saves power but

experiences long switching delays. They both mitigate the effects of LC resonance [40], which is

typically in the 20-400MHz band. Recent work has been done to reduce LC resonance using an

improved switched decap technique [41]. Further work has also been reported on a distributed

active decap to greatly boost the effective decap value while reducing the area requirements [411.

In this chapter, a modified active decap design that has lower power than [37] and a better

response time than [39] is proposed, targeting ASIC applications up to 1GHz. The issue of

directly replacing an area occupied by a passive decap with an active decap is addressed to

determine the degree of noise reduction that can be obtained and the associated tradeoffs of area

and power.

4.2 Active Decoupling Capacitor Analysis and Design

4.2.1 Active Decap Concept and Design Considerations

The basic idea of an active decap is to switch a pair of passive decaps, Cdecap, from parallel to

series to provide a local boost in the supply voltage [37][38][39]. As illustrated in Fig. 4.1(a), the

decaps are initially in a parallel configuration with a full charge developed across both capacitors.
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In this standby state, the equivalent capacitance is2Cdecap. When placed in a series stack, as in

Fig. 4.1(b), the boosted voltage is ideally 2VDD while the equivalent capacitance is reduced to

Cciecap/2. When switched back in parallel, the voltage returns to the original value of VDD. In this

case, the stacking level n is 2.

_____

VDD

Cdecq I

decap

Vss Vss

(a) decaps in parallel d

_____

2VDD

Ce
C decap

Vsdecap

(c) circuit implementation
V Vss

(b) decaps in series

Figure 4.1: Active decap concept and its MOS implementation.

The active decap circuit is depicted in Fig. 4.1(c), with Cdecap and the switches implemented

using NMOS and PMOS transistors [37][38J[39]. When the capacitors are in parallel, both Mnl

and Mp 1 are on while Mn2 and Mp2 are off (i.e., subthreshold). When the capacitors are in

series, both Mnl and Mpl are off while Mn2 and Mp2 are on. The switches exhibit finite “on”

resistances, indicated as R and R,, and there is also thin-oxide gate leakage through the decaps,

C d.ecap H
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‘leak, especially in 9Onm and 65nm CMOS technologies. Both of these effects reduce the

performance of the active decap, as described below.

For the general case of stacking n parallel decaps into a series chain, the maximum improvement

can be characterized in terms of a gain, G [37]. If k is the voltage regulation tolerance, where

kVDD is the permissible drop in voltage, then the charge delivered by n parallel capacitors is:

Qpcv-aiiei = kVDD flCdecap (4.1)

When the capacitors are stacked in series, the charge delivered for the same voltage drop is:

Qseries = [n VDD —(1— k)VDD]• CdeCap / n (4.2)

The overall charge gain is:

G = Qseries = [D —(1—k)VDD].Cd In
(43)

Qparaiiei kVDD . n Cdecap

Therefore, as given in [37], the gain is controlled by n and k:

G=’21 (4.4)

There exists a value of k such that the regular decap outperforms the active decap. For example,

setting G=l and n=2, it is found that k=l/3. For values of k> 1/3, the active decap is of no value.

However, if k is below this value, the active decap is able to deliver more charge. For example, if

k=O. 1 and n=2, then 0=2.75. This implies that 2.75 times more charge can be delivered by the

active decap before its output voltage drops to the same level as the passive decap.

Previous research [37][38][39] provides no information on practical limitations when using

Equation (4.4). For design purposes, this level of improvement is not possible due to the switch
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resistances and leakage currents. In fact, the boosted voltage cannot reach flVDD but instead

reaches a lower voltage of bVDD. Therefore, the gain equation should be rewritten as:

(45)
kVDD•nCP

where

b = n f(R0) g(Cdecap) (4.6)

The reduction factors, f(R,) and g(Cdep), depend on the switch resistance, R1, and the leakage

current which, in turn, is proportional to Cciecap. Using circuit simulation, normalized plots of

J(R) and g(Cdecap) are provided in Fig. 4.2. The switch resistance has a more pronounced effect

on b as compared to the leakage current. For example, withR011lO aild Cciecap700PF, it Cd.fl

be obtained that f=O.9 and g=O.95 from Fig. 4.2. If the two effects are combined, then

b=2(O.9)(O.95)1.7 instead of 2. With k=O.l, the achievable gain is now reduced to G2.O. The

actual final voltage value, aVDD, when the active decap supplies the same charge as the passive

decap is determined by setting G=1 and solving for a in the following equation:

(47)
kVDDflCdecap

In this case, with b=1.7, k=O.1 and n=2, one can obtain a=1.3, which implies that the active

decap will be boosted initially to 1 .7V (instead of 2V) and then falls back to 1 .3V due to the

charge demand of a nearby logic circuit. In the passive case, the initial voltage of 1V would be

reduced to O.9V, so the active decap is still superior even with the nonidealities included.
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To design the sizes of the MOS switches, a number of issues must be considered. From the

above analysis, a small resistance value is preferable to increase the voltage boosting capability

of the active decap, and to improve transient response times. The “on” resistances also provide

ESD protection because they are in series with the decaps. Any large voltage fluctuations are

absorbed by the resistors to reduce the drop across the thin-oxide gates of the decaps, similar to

the effect of cross-coupling decaps [221. Therefore, this resistance must be large enough to safely

protect the thin-oxide gates. Considering the factors of boosted voltage level, decap performance,

and ESD reliability, the “on” resistances should be designed to be in the range of lO-202 by

proper selection of transistor widths. This will require rather large switches. Once their sizes are

determined, the buffers generating the switching signals must supply enough current to drive the

large capacitances resulting in a large sensing and switching circuitry that consumes a

considerable amount of power and area. Therefore, these active decaps should be used sparingly

in ASIC designs but are particularly suitable for localized hot-spot removal.

4.2.2 Overall Active Decap Architecture

global VDD

Figure 4.3: Active decap architecture.

global
Reference

Voltage High-pass Switched
Generator Filters Compirators Decaps
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Fig. 4.3 illustrates the complete active decap design containing four blocks: a reference voltage

generator, a pair of high-pass filters, two comparators, and the switched decaps. Compared to the

previous work [37][38][39], the key difference in this new approach is the use of latch-based

comparators. The user logic circuit block shown in the figure is considered to be the main cause

of power supply noise violation. The switch control circuit for the active decap is realized using

two comparators. The differential inputs of each comparator decide the standby voltage level at

the outputs of the comparators. In the standby mode, the top comparator has an output at VDD,

whereas the bottom comparator is set to Vss. When the power grid discharges, VDD will drop and

Vss will rise. The voltage variations are passed through the high-pass filters to the comparator

inputs causing the comparators to reverse their output values, and switching the decaps from

parallel to series. Later, when the power grid charges up, the comparator inputs and outputs

switch back to their original values. The use of latch-based comparators with hysteresis to switch

the decaps is one of the main contributions to this work. An enable signal is provided for testing

purposes to allow the active decap circuitry to be turned on or off. When off, the design behaves

purely as a passive decap. This allows for a comparison between active and passive decaps.

The trigger voltage for the circuit is set by the comparators and the resistor R1. In Fig. 4.3, the

reference voltages are generated by a simple voltage divider and are set to roughly VDD/2.

However, depending on the comparator design, the absolute input levels of VDD/2 are somewhat

flexible due to the differential nature of the inputs. The diode-connected transistors in the

reference generator should have large length and small width to control the static current.

Inserting a small resistor, R1, between the two transistors is intended to separate the reference

voltages by approximately 3OmV. Then, if the comparators are designed to switch when the
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voltage difference at the inputs is 10-1 5mV (plus an additional 5mV of hysteresis), the overall

design will trigger at approximately 5OmV. If R1 is chosen to be smaller, the sensitivity of the

active decaps is improved [41], at a cost of significantly increased dynamic power because the

active decap is triggered more often. If R1 is designed to be larger, the resulting supply noise k

will increase, as shown in Fig. 4.4. When the two input signals of the comparators are separated

by a level that exceeds the supply noise generated by the nearby logic, the comparators will not

switch, making it a passive decap. In the plot, the active decap stops switching when the input

voltages differ by approximately 130—450mV.
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Figure 4.4: Difference in the input voltages of the comparators as a function of supply noise k.
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switching threshold then the input voltage difference can be adjusted by varying R1 to the

midpoint of about 5OmV. From another perspective, since the maximum JR drop is allowed to be

1 OOmV, the active decap should trigger at about a half of 1 OOmV, which is 5OmV, because there

is a delay between the time that the active decap is switched and the time that it actually boosts

the supply voltage. Of course, a 2OmV of input triggering voltage would be better in that sense,

but the active decap will be switching too often, resulting in an increased concern on large power

consumption. To design the triggering voltage at 5OmV seems to be a good tradeoff between

power and performance. Therefore, the comparators are required to switch once the voltage

(VDD-VSS) discharges by about 5OmV, which can be considered as the input sensitivity of the

active decap.

The delay between detection and activation of the switched decap, td, and the delay difference

between the two outputs of the comparators, Ltd, impact the bandwidth of the active decap and

the boosted voltage, respectively. Specifically, the delay of the comparators td is inversely

proportional to the bandwidth of the active decap, BW. That is,

BW1 (4.8)

If the operating frequency is below the bandwidth, the active decap reduces the supply noise

relative to a same-area passive decap. On the other hand, if the clock frequency is beyond the

bandwidth, the active decap may result in equal or more supply noise than the passive decap. If it

takes an entire clock period to switch the decaps, then they are just like the passive case because

they will not switch during the whole clock cycle. Before they actually switch, the supply

voltage goes back to the right level and they are forced not to switch any more. The same

situation happens on the next cycle. Therefore, as the switching frequency of the logic increases,
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the active decap is less and less effective. Then, at 1/ td, it looks like a passive decap. Beyond

that point, due to larger static power consumption and varying “on” resistance of the switches,

the active decap becomes worse than the passive decap. The above observation will be validated

in the next section.

Ideally, the delay of the top and the bottom comparators should be the same. In practice, a

difference in delay &d between the top and the bottom comparators exists and can be defined as:

= tdtop tdix)ttom (4.9)

The delay difference will not result in a short connection between power and ground or an open

circuit where no decoupling capacitance is present. The effect is, however, the boosted voltage b

will be degraded due to leakage current when the switches are not turned on/off at the same time.

A function, h(z.td), can be used to capture this effect, as shown in Fig. 4.5. Therefore, Equation

(4.6) should be re-written as:

b = (4.10)

It is desired to keep the delay difference of the two comparators small even under process!

voltage/temperature (PVT) variations to ensure sufficient improvement of the boosted voltage.
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Figure 4.5: The reductive factor h for the boosted voltage as a function of delay difference At1.

4.2.3 Design Specifications

When designing the active decap, a certain value for Cdecap is needed to keep the supply noise

small. However, in the case of drop-in replacement, this design freedom is not available.

Therefore, as the first step, designers should check and see through simulation if the replacement

of active decap can remove the hot spot nearby or not. The next step is to select a proper “on”

resistance of the switches R. For a high boosted voltage b, R0 should be kept low enough. On

the other hand, R0 must also be high enough for ESD protection. Designers should make this

tradeoff for R selection to design the switches. The size of the switches and the passive decaps

determines the load capacitance on the comparators.
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The comparator design should generally satisf’ low power and high speed requirements of ASIC

applications. For example, a static power of 5mW or below can be achieved while the bandwidth

of the active decap should be able to handle a 1GHz clock. This sets the average comparator

delay to approximately ins. Note that the delay requirement should be fulfilled under PVT

variations. Therefore, the worst-case delay should be used here. The output of the comparators in

the standby state should be close to VDD or V55 to reduce leakage current through the passive

decaps and switches to save power. The comparator should be designed to provide high gain in

the switching region such that the output will swing from low to high when the input varies 10-

1 5mV. Higher gain can ease the requirement on input DC biasing and lower the static power

consumption. From a stability perspective, a certain amount of hysteresis is desired to reduce the

risk of oscillation. A practical value of 5mV for hysteresis is reasonable. Overall, the design

specifications can be summarized in Table 4.1.

Table 4.1: Design specifications of the active decap.

Specifications

Worst-case switching delay < 1 ns

Bandwidth > 1 GHz

Static power <5 mW

Specific design values are as follows. In the reference voltage generation circuit, the size of the

transistors is chosen to provide a branch current of 5-6j.tA. R1 can then be implemented with a

value of 5k2 to produce a separation voltage of the comparator inputs for —30mV. For the RC

based high-pass filters, a cut-off frequency above 10MHz is used to filter out low-frequency
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supply noise to save power. However, if the cut-off frequency is set too high, it may cause

oscillation at the supply rails. A cut-off frequency of 16MHz was finally selected. The two

resistors have the value ofR2=R3=1 Ok2, while the capacitors (C2 and C3) are implemented with

the same value of lpF. These RC values are somewhat flexible, unless the cut-off frequency is

set exceedingly high. For instance, it was observed that for a cut-off frequency of 1.6GHz or

above, oscillation on the supply rail will occur. Therefore, it is a good approach to have the cut

off frequency designed to be a few orders of magnitudes smaller than the oscillation frequency.

4.2.4 Latch-Based Comparator Design

There are a wide variety of ways to design a comparator [57][58][59][60]. Also, the Appendix

section of this dissertation provides the fundamentals of comparator designs. In this specific

application, the two comparators must be able to sense voltage variations that exceed the pre

specified sensitivity level (i.e., 1O-l5mV in this case). When the decaps are in parallel, the

subthreshold leakage from the switches consumes considerable power due to the large sizes of

the switch transistors. To reduce leakage current, the outputs of the comparators should be as

close as possible to either VDD or Vss. The supply noise budget for a 1V power supply is

normally less than 50-lOOmV and the output is full swing, indicating the need for high gain in

the switching region.

With the above considerations, a latch-based comparator was selected for this application, as

shown in Fig. 4.6. The exact transistor sizes are listed in Table 4.2. The branch current of the

comparators is as follows: ‘bl= 826iA, I7 377pA, 18= 1351iA, ‘b2= 9OOiA, I7= 339iiA, and

118= 136jiA.
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Figure 4.6: Complementary comparator design: (a) n-type input for the top comparator, and (b) p
type input for the bottom comparator.
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Table 4.2: Transistor sizes of the comparators.

Transistors WidthlLength Transistors Width/Length

Mbl (NMOS) 75jimJO.liim Mb2 (PMOS) 15OimIO.1pm

M1/M2 (NMOS) 37.5iimJO.1,tm M11/M12 (PMOS) 75jim!O.ljtm

M3/M4 (PMOS) 37.5 jim/O.ljim M13/M14 (NMOS) 18.75iimIO.1,im

M5/M6 (PMOS) 48jimIO.ljtm M15/M16 (NMOS) 24jimIO.lj.tm

M7/M8 (NMOS) 37.5jimJO.ljim M17/M18 (PMOS) 75i.tmJO.1im

M9/MlO (PMOS) 75iim/O.1,im M19/M20 (NMOS) 18.75jim/O.ljim

This two-stage architecture satisfies the need for high gain and full swing, but must be designed

to avoid any potential stability or oscillation problems. For a latch-based first stage, introducing a

certain amount of hysteresis will prevent the comparator from switching back to the standby state

in the presence of small variations around the switching region. For the n-type input comparator

shown in Fig. 4.6(a), the hysteresis voltage, Vhys, is given by [57]:

V 2I 24 —l
(411)hys

JpflCQx.(W/L)Ml ji—:--:•

where ‘bi is the bias current. In Equation (4.11), 2 is the size ratio [(W/L)Ms / (W/L)] and 2>1

for a latch. Once the slew rate and the bias current is determined, both ‘bi and (W/L)M1 are fixed,

leaving 2 as the only parameter for Vhys. In this case, a 2 value of 1.28 was chosen, producing a

hysteresis voltage of around 5mV.
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The second stage converts the differential signals into a signal-ended output and provides the

requisite level shifting. The second stage is also used as an output buffer to drive the large

switches, where the desired slew rate can be achieved by adjusting the bias currents and

transistor sizes. Complementary designs are used for the top and the bottom comparators to have

roughly equal switching delays. The bias voltages for the comparators are generated by simple

current mirrors. PVT variations on the comparator and the bias generation can cause delay

differences in the comparator outputs. This delay difference acts to further reduce the boosted

voltage, as illustrated earlier in Fig. 4.5. During the design stage, great care has been given to

ensure that the delay differences are within lOOps under all PVT variation simulations, which

results in an additional 5% loss in the boosted voltage (i.e., 1 .6V rather than 1 .7V).

The dominant poles of this two-stage comparator were identified for stability compensation since

there is a feedback path through the supply rails back to the comparator inputs. Therefore, the

output resistance and the load capacitance of the comparator need to be carefully designed to

properly position the dominant pole. In this case, a Miller compensation capacitance C is added

to shift the dominant pole to a low frequency to improve stability. Also, a nulling resistor Rz is

present to cancel the right-half-plane zero [59].

The simulated large-signal DC characteristics of the n-type input comparator are illustrated in

Fig. 4.7(a), where the curves with hysteresis are shown. Here, the switching region of the

comparator is in the range of ±lOmV. A 2 value of 1.28 from Equation (4.11) was selected to

produce about 5mV of hysteresis. The peak DC gain is around 48dB. The AC curve for the

comparator is shown in Fig. 4.7(b) where the phase margin (PM) at unity gain is indicated as 39°.
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Figure 4.7: (a) DC and (b) AC (compensated) characteristic curves for the two-stage latch-based
comparator design (n-type input shown).
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The active decap must be able to boost the supply voltage within one clock cycle such that the

average supply noise per clock cycle is reduced, since this factor controls the path delay of the

logic blocks [20][61]. In this case, our design goal was set to a maximum clock speed of about

1GHz, which makes it suitable for today’s high-end ASICs, and even medium-speed custom

designs. When the supply voltage drops to 0.9V (implying lOOmV of noise, i.e., k=0.1), the

average switching delay for a full output swing was designed to be 0.5ns, which should allow

proper operation up to 2GHz. The boosted voltage, based on prior considerations, should be in

the range of 1 .6V. The charge demand of the logic circuit itself will cause an additional voltage

drop of kVDDn2 = 0.1 •1 .22 0.4 V, resulting in an expected final voltage of 1 .2V. In addition, the

current drive of the comparators will act to reduce the supply voltage further, but hopefully keep

the value above 0.9V, which is the noise budget.

The active decap was simulated and compared to prior architectures that were also redesigned in

9Onrn CMOS to quantify the improvement and design tradeoffs. The circuit proposed in [39] was

first implemented, where it uses opamps in place of comparators, followed by a chain of

inverters to drive the switches. The inverters were optimally-sized according to logical effort

[39]. However, its minimum delay was about 0.9ns (1 .2ns for the slow process corner) which is

almost unsuitable for typical ASIC speeds, although its power dissipation was only 0.8mW. In

the second design in [37J[38], the sensing circuitry is formed by a pseudo-cascode amplifier

delivering high speed at the cost of high power. The original design [37] was implemented in a

0.1 5pm process. The design was adapted to the 9Onrn process and it was found that, by replacing

their comparator design with the latch-based version, the static power consumption of the

switching circuitry is reduced from 13mW to 2.8mW, an improvement factor of almost 5X,
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while the delay only increases slightly from O.4ns to O.5ns. The comparison of the three designs

is provided in Table 4.3, where the design parameters that fail to satisfy the specifications are

shown in italic. Note that the new design features hysteresis while the other two do not. The

small-signal ac characteristics of the three designs are shown in Fig. 4.8. For the circuit in [39],

the chain of inverters was removed for small-signal analysis.

Table 4.3: Simulated switching circuit design specification comparison.

Specifications 13711381 1391 This work

Process 1V-core 9Onm STM

Switching delay (typical) 0.4 ns 0.9 ns 0.5 ns

Switching delay (slow) < 1 ns 0.5 ns 1.2 ns 0.75 ns

Bandwidth >1 GHz 2 GHz 0.8 GHz 1.5 GHz

Static power* < 5 mW 13 mW 0.8 mW 2.8 mW

Hysteresis voltage 0 0 4.2 mV

* Switching circuitry only
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Figure 4.8: AC characteristic curves for the three designs.

4.3 Chip Design and Experimental Results

4.3.1 Test Chip Setup

A test chip was fabricated in a standard 9Onm 1V-core CMOS process with seven metal layers to

validate the results and to quantify the degree of improvement as operation frequency increases

when an active decap is used as a drop-in replacement for a passive decap. The test chip setup is

shown in Fig. 4.9, where an active decap, a passive decap, and some user logic are implemented.

The layout of the active decap is shown in Fig. 4.10. The switching circuitry is located in the

center, with the two parallel decaps on either side. The decap on the left is PMOS, and the one on

the right is NMOS. The total layout area for the active decap is 600im x 142jim = 0.085mm2,in
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which the two decaps on either side combine for an area of 0.077mm2.The switching circuitry,

including switch transistors (Mnl, Mn2, Mpl and Mp2), accounts for only 10% of the area and

this does not greatly affect the final voltage drop, as shown below.

Norininal Supply (1V)

Passive
Decap

(ESD protected)

Rmesh

Figure 4.9: Test chip setup.

The area overhead consumed by the sensing and switching circuitry should be considered as an

additional penalty for the active decap performance. The percentage area overhead can be

defmed as x, then the charge provided by the active decap is:

Qseries = {bJr,D —(1— k) VDDI . (1 X)Cdecp / fl (4.12)

Rmesh

Lpack

Rjjst
VDD

input
(external)

Rst

package
——

mesh
inductance resistance
(Innuicked)

capacitances

resistance .—--.

User Logic
to decap (Buffer)

Figure 4.10: Layout of active decap showing the relative size of the components.
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Thus, Equation (4.7) should be re-written as:

(4.13)
kVDD flCdecap

Assuming k=0.1, n=2, and b=1.5, the final voltage a can be plotted as a function of the area

overhead x, as shown in Fig. 4.11. From the figure, it is clear that the area overhead should be

limited to within 30% to achieve a reasonable fmal voltage. If the area overhead is above 43%,

using the active decap brings no benefit. In our case, x=lO% so that the penalty is only 5OmV.

0.9

0.8

0.7 I I
I

0% 10% 20% 30% 40% 50%

x

Figure 4.11: Final voltage a as a function of sensing and switching circuitry area overhead x.

The switch sizes were chosen to have a suitable parasitic series resistance to provide ESD

protection, sufficient transient response [12] and good damping for potential LC resonance [13].

In our case, the two parallel decaps are formed using thin-oxide transistors to improve area
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efficiency, since ESD is not a major concern due to switch resistances inherent in the circuit. The

decoupling capacitance values in the standby mode are 0.34nF each, resulting in a total of 0.68iiF

in parallel.

The extra passive decap of Fig. 4.9 was used to represent fixed decap that is always present in

the neighborhood of the active decap. It cannot be shut off. It also employs a series PMOS

device to protect it from ESD risks. Both active and passive decaps are placed about 600pm

away from the user logic. Ref. [41] uses a linear feedback shift register (LFSR) as the user logic

to generate power supply noise because the resulting noise pattern is somewhat randomized. In

our design, simply a large buffer with a large capacitive load was used to create supply noise,

with the input controlled by an external signal. This way, the switching frequency can be

controlled and modified directly from the input. The size of the decaps was chosen to be only a

few times larger than the capacitive load to create a —‘lOOmV voltage drop for the experiments.

The three resistors (R1,R2 and R3 shown in Fig. 4.3) were implemented using p+ poiy resistances.

The two capacitors C2 and C3 in Fig. 4.3 were implemented using MOS transistors to minimize

area overhead. A test chip microphotograph is illustrated in Fig. 4.12. The test chip area is totally

1.2 x 0.8 mm2.
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To measure the on-chip supply noise, a packaged die was not used because it was intended to

observe internal voltages near the logic block. Thus, the supply variations were measured

directly with probes. Power supply noise comes from both JR drop and Ldi/dt effects. The

inductance L in the Ldi/dt effect is mainly due to the package, as the on-chip wire inductances

are normally negligible [2J. Since an actual package was not used, two on-chip spiral inductors

were implemented to mimic the package inductances, one on the supply path and the other on the

return path. The value of the spiral inductors is close to a typical wire-bond package inductance.

The user logic and the decaps were placed far away from the supply/ground pads (about 6OOim)

to create a large mesh resistance. Effectively, the pad and mesh of the test chip were designed to

Active Decap

Passive Decap

Figure 4.12: Annotated test chip microphotograph.
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produce a measurable amount of power supply noise such that any improvements of using active

decaps could be easily observed.

4.3.2 Test Chip Simulations

Before showing the measurement results of the test chips, it is desired to illustrate the simulation

results first to demonstrate the close relationship of the two and to provide a better understanding

of how the active decap actually behaves when large supply noise is present. The simulation

setup follows exactly the test chip in Fig. 4.9. When a clock signal is fed into the test chip, the

buffer, as the user logic circuit, switches to draw certain current from the supply rails. The

current perks created from the buffer cause the supply voltage VDD to drop, resulting in the two

input voltages of the comparators to swap. The comparators then switch their output levels

according to the input swap. After certain delay, the outputs of the comparators switch, causing a

local boost at the supply voltage VDD. Once the supply is boosted, the inputs of the comparators

move back to their nominal values. As a result, the outputs of the comparators switch back after

some delay and the active decap waits for the next voltage drop. When the active decap is turned

off, the circuit behaves like a passive decap. In such a scenario, the supply voltage follows the

current draw of the buffer, and no boost in the supply voltage is achieved. From post-layout

HSPICE simulation, the current draw, the supply voltage VDD and the internal signal switching

are shown in Fig. 4.13, where the clock frequency is set at 500MHz.
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Random process variations exist to affect the effectiveness of the active decap. At the slow

corner, the delay of the comparators is increased, resulting in a later boosting point at the supply

rail. On the other hand, for the fast process, the comparators take a shorter delay to switch so that

the local supply boost occurs earlier. As a consequence, the supply voltage remains high for a

longer time for the fast corner, and for a shorter time for the slow corner, as illustrated in Fig.

4.14. Therefore, the average supply noise per clock cycle should be less for a test chip at the fast

process corner. Alternatively, a larger average supply noise level can be expected if a test chip

happens to be at the slow process corner. Designers should make sure that the active decap

provides satisfactory improvement to remove hot spots under process variations, especially at the

slow process corner.
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Figure 4.14: Simulated VDD voltage with active decap on for different process corners.
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4.3.3 Test Chip Measurements

This section describes the measurement results obtained on 15 test chips and validates the

simulation results, as illustrated in Fig. 4.15. An Agilent 861 30A bit error rate tester was used to

drive the inputs, while an Agilent DSO8 1 304A oscilloscope was used to observe the results. As

mentioned earlier, the passive decap shown in the figure is always present in the test chip. The

enable signal is used to selectively turn on or off the active decap by applying a high or low

voltage. When disabled, the decaps are biased in parallel, utilizing a maximum standby

capacitance. In that case, the active decap behaves purely as a passive decap. When enabled, the

active decap is triggered by voltage drops of about 5OmV. By turning on and off the active decap,

the average VDD voltage improvement can be measured. A collection of 15 sample chips are

tested, where the clock frequency is fixed at 1GHz to observe the improvement across the sample

space. The test results from these sample chips were categorized into three groups: slow, typical,

and fast, to reflect the nature of random process variation on silicon. Note that in all cases, the

active decap moved the JR drop inside the lOOmV noise budget. The average VDD voltages of

each group line up closely with simulation under process variations.
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Figure 4.15: Grouped scatter plot for active decap noise reduction for the tested sample chips.

In Fig. 4.15, when the active decap is off, the average supply voltage varies significantly from

873mV to 9lOmV. This is due to the random process variation on Rmesh and Lpack, which

determines the JR drop on the supply rails. But more importantly, a higher average VDD value

when the active decap is off results in a smaller improvement when turning on the active decap.

This fact is caused by the nature of the comparators. Specifically, if the input of the comparator

varies with a large swing, then the comparator will generate an output with a shorter delay. That

is, for a larger supply noise k, the delay of the comparator td is smaller. This effect can be

illustrated in Fig. 4.16. Longer delay results in lower bandwidth, which affects the active decap

performance at high frequencies. Note that the delay difference Etd also increases as k increases,

which will reduce the boosted voltage b slightly.
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Table 4.4: Comparator delay td and delay difference Atd in different corners.

Corners td (top) td (bottom) Average td

Slow 0.77 ns 0.72 ns 0.05 ns 0.75 ns

Typical 0.53 ns 0.48 ns 0.05 ns 0.51 ns

Fast 0.32 ns 0.30 ns 0.02 ns 0.31 ns

The different process corners have direct impact on comparator delay and delay difference. For a

fixed value of k=0. 1, the comparator delay and delay difference under process variation is

highlighted in Table 4.4. The average delay between the top and the bottom comparator varies
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Figure 4.16: Comparator delay td and delay difference Md as a function of supply noise k.
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from 0.75ns (slow) to 0.3 ins (fast), more than 140% of variation. This effect explains the on-die

variation for the active decap performance measurements. However, the delay difference of the

comparators only varies slightly, indicating that the boosted voltage b will not be affected greatly

by process variations.

By averaging the average supply voltage from each group in Fig. 4.15, the overall improvement

of using the active decap can be assessed, as highlighted in Table 4.5. Note that in the test chip

the passive decap is always connected. To illustrate the improvement solely due to use of active

decap, simulations were carried out with the passive decap completely removed. The simulated

results showing active decap only versus passive decap is summarized in Table 4.6, where the

case for the active decap provides a higher average supply voltage across the process corners.

Due to the dynamic power consumption of the comparators during switching and other non

idealities, the active decap cannot practically reach the final voltage value described in Equation

(4.13). Given a level of the supply noise when the active decap is off, the final voltage can be

calculated from Equation (4.13). Comparing the expected and the actual final voltage when the

active decap is turned on, the two values are close (-400mV of difference) for the cases of

typical and fast process corners, as summarized in Table 4.6.
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Table 4.5: Measured active decap performance for different process corners.

Average VDD voltage

Corners Improvement

active decap ON active decap OFF

Slow 914 mV 903 mV 11 mY

Typical 904mV 878mV 26mV

Fast 917 mV 872 mV 45 mY

Table 4.6: Comparison between equation and simulated result after correlation.

Simulated avg
Final voltage Measured average VDD voltage

VDD: active
Corners (from eqn.)

decap only
aVDD active decap ON active decap OFF

(correlated)

Slow 1169 mY 932 mY 914 mV 903 mV

Typical 1058 mY 909 mV 904 mV 878 mV

Fast 1031 mY 921mV 917mV 872mV

It is now possible to validate Equation (4.8). Although the test equipment has a limited

bandwidth of less than 1.5GHz, the test results for a 1GHz clock can be used to correlate

simulations for high frequency effects. The three process corners are used here. Simulations were
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carried out from 1GHz to 3GHz, showing the cross points of active decap and passive decap for

the average supply voltage. The simulation results are then correlated with measurement results

for the three process corners. The correlated results are shown in Fig. 4.17. The relationship

between the active decap bandwidth (crossing point) and the average comparator delay are

summarized in Table 4.7. Clearly, Equation (4.8) captures the effect of process variation corners.

Table 4.7: Active decap bandwidth versus average comparator delay under process corners.

Corners Bandwidth Average delay

Slow 1.55GHz 0.75ns

Typical 2.4 GHz 0.51 ns

Fast > 3 GHz 0.31 ns
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Figure 4.17: Simulated average VDD voltage with active decap on and off versus clock frequency for
(a) slow, (b) typical, and (c) fast process corners.
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4.3.4 Measurement Results on One Typical Chip

Three sample chips were found to be at the typical process corner. The average VDD voltages

when the active decap is on and off can be found back in Table 4.5. A sample chip that has a

close value to the average voltage of the three typical chips was used for further analysis in this

section. As before, by turning on and off the active decap, the average VDD voltage improvement

was measured. This is shown in Fig. 4.18, where the input is set at 500MHz, typical of ASIC

designs. In Fig. 4.18(a), an actual screen shot of the input and supply voltages are provided with

the active decap enabled. In Fig. 4.18(b), the supply waveforms for the passive and active cases

are superimposed. The average supply voltage increases from 900mV to 914mV. Therefore, the

noise level dropped from lOOmV to 86mV, an improvement of l4mV (or about 14% less noise).

This improvement can be expected to be almost doubled for an isolated active decap, as

illustrated later using simulation.
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Figure 4.18: Measured results (on a 500Mflz clock) for (a) active decap on and (b) plotted
comparison between active decap on and off.

Fig. 4.19 shows the measured points as the external input frequency increased from 200MHz to

1GHz. The measurements at 500MHz described above are circled. Two solid trend lines are

provided corresponding to active decap on and off. The gap between the two trend lines initially

widens indicating that the benefit of active decaps increases as frequency increases. The test chip

validated that the active decap has a maximum improvement of 23mV (or about 20% less noise)

for a 1 GHz design. Circuit simulation was used to further study the effect of higher clock

frequencies, also shown in Fig. 4.19 as dashed lines. Below 2GHz, the active decap can provide

more charge than the passive decap. Above 2GHz, its performance diminishes because of the

fixed switching speed. The crossing point of the two trend lines at about 2.4GHz indicates the

0 0.5 1 1.5 2 2.5 3 3.5 4 4.5 5
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bandwidth limits due to the switching nature of this active decap design. However, today’s high-

end ASIC designs still run at below 1GHz, so this active decap is quite acceptable.
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Figure 4.19: Measured (0.2 - 1GHz) and simulated (1 - 2.5Ghz) average VDD voltage with active
decap on and off versus clock frequency.

In Fig. 4.19, the maximum difference between the active decap on and off occurs at about 1GHz,

about a half of the active decap bandwidth. As described in the previous section, the high-

frequency cross point of the active decap and the passive decap is at about l/O.5ns=2GHz, where

O.5ns is the comparator delay. At low frequencies, the active decap and the passive decap have

similar average VDD values because the clock period is long enough to eliminate the advantage of

using the active decap when taking an average VDD level per clock cycle. As a result, since the

difference is almost zero at low frequency and at the bandwidth frequency, the maximum
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difference (or benefit) can be considered to occur at roughly 1/2 of the active decap bandwidth,

in this case, 2GHz/2=1 GHz. Therefore, to maximize the effectiveness of the active decap,

designers should ensure that the comparator delay td is always less than 1/2 of the clock cycle.

4.4 Active Decap Size and Placement

While the test chips are useful in quantifying active decap improvement over passive decap as

frequency increases, the proper sizing and placement of the active decap determines the

effectiveness of the drop-in replacement approach. When converting a fixed area from passive

decaps into active decaps, the standby capacitance is always smaller because of the area

overhead of the switches and comparators in the active decap. The actual noise improvement

depends on the area available and the location of the active decap relative to the hot spot.

Intuitively, if the area available for active decaps is small and the overhead area is a large

percentage of the total area, active decaps may not be an effective replacement for passive

decaps. On the other hand, if the area available is too large, the noise reduction for active and

passive decaps may be similar because of excessive delays in the switching circuitry trying to

switch the oversized Cdecap’S. Therefore, there exists an optimal area for active decaps where they

are most effective. Similarly, the instantaneous boost provided by active decap must be close to

the hot spot to be effective, but this should be traded off against the distance from the supply to

replenish the charge.

To explore these aspects, extensive circuit simulation was used to first calibrate the test chip

measurements with HSPICE simulation using exactly the same setup in Fig. 4.9. As a calibration
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metric, the average VDD noise per clock cycle, VDD noise, was used since it is known to be the

controlling factor of the critical path delay of logic circuits [20]:

VDD noise = VDD nominal — VDD = lv
— VDjJ avg (4.14)

With a 500MHz input and the active decap turned on, the waveforms from circuit simulation of

the supply voltage and internal signals were previously shown in Fig. 4.13. These results are not

identical to the measured results of Fig. 4.18 but they do, in fact, have a similar average value.

For one clock cycle, VDD avg = 918mV, which is fairly close to the measured average of 914mV.

It was found that, for other frequencies, VDD avg closely matched the running average from

measurement. Since the measured and simulated values are correlated in this way, the average

was used for the rest of the analysis. The fixed passive decap was also removed from the circuit

in further analysis to study the improvements derived from the stand-alone active decap.

While VDD noise is determined by many other factors including package/padlpower grid design

and clock frequency, for the purpose of this analysis the same power grid design and the

500MHz input were kept the same, and only the decap size varied. The average noise for same-

area passive and active decaps was compared. The size of the center switching circuitry of Fig.

4.10 also remained constant. In the passive decap simulations, standard cross-coupled designs

were used. In Fig. 4.20, the average noise VDD noise is plotted versus passive and active decap size

varying from 85iim2 to 8.5mm2.The plot shows that the active decap reduces the noise relative

to passive decaps for sizes between 0.001mm2 and 0.6mm2.However, if the available area for

decap insertion is smaller than 0.00 1mm2 or greater than 0.6mm2, there is little difference

between the two. When the area is small, the active decap is not as effective since the amount of

capacitance switched in series is small. When the area is large, the fixed switching circuit in the
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active decap cannot switch the decaps effectively because the capacitive load exceeds its

capability.
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Figure 4.20: Simulated average VDD noise per clock cycle versus normalized decap size.

Fig. 4.21 is used to illustrate the optimal size for the active decap design, where the solid curve

indicates the noise reduction difference between passive and active decaps. The maximum

difference occurs in the range of 0.01mm2 to 0.1mm2. If the active decap is designed in this

range, it has the greatest advantage over passive decaps in terms of average supply noise

reduction. The test chip was designed to be 0.085mm2to obtain close to optimum improvement

of 23mV, as described in the previous section. In Fig. 4.21, it is also shown that the area

overhead of the switching circuitry in the design is only 10% in the region around the optimal

value.
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Figure 4.21: Power supply noise reduction difference from active decap and passive decap with
area overhead from switching circuit of active decap.

As mentioned earlier, another important factor in the resulting improvement is the actual

placement of active decaps relative to the hot spot. Referring back to Fig. 4.9, the effective

distance from the hot spot can be adjusted by varying Similarly, the distance from the

charge re-supply path can be controlled by varying Rmesh. Simulations were carried out to

observe the voltage drops while changing only Rmesh and Rdt. The simulation results are shown

in Fig. 4.22. The decap size was fixed at the optimal value of 0.02mm2from Fig. 4.20 so that the

maximum improvement could be observed. As the distance between the decap and the user logic

is varied from lORth to 0.1Rajs, the average noise level in the passive case changes from 134mV

to l24mV. However, for the active case, the average noise level reduces from 133mV to 74mV.
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Therefore, the active decap is more sensitive to placement than the passive decap. This makes

intuitive sense because the active decap provides a short-term boost in the charge which acts in a

small, localized neighborhood. However, the passive and active decaps exhibit similar

characteristics as a function of Rmesh, according to the results in Fig. 4.22. As a result, the active

decap should be placed as close as possible to the hot spot to be most effective.
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Figure 4.22: Improvement on average VDD noise for using active decaps in different placement
locations by varying Rdist and Rmesh.

4.5 Summary

This chapter described the effectiveness of active decaps as a late-stage drop-in replacement for

passive decaps so that a completed chip layout need not be disrupted near the tapeout deadline.

Improvements to the design of an active decoupling capacitor were described for removal of hot-
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spot power supply noise in ASIC designs up to 10Hz operation. The modified active decap using

latch-based comparators in 9Onm CMOS is able to switch in 0.5ns and consumes a relatively low

power of 2.8mW, which is about 5X lower than a previous design running at approximately the

same speed. This reduced power makes it more suitable for use in ASIC designs. Measurement

results from test chips indicate improvement over passive decaps of 10% - 20%, operating from

200MHz to 1GHz. The optimal active decap size to maximally remove hot-spot noise was

identified. Placement analysis was also carried out and it was found that the active decap is most

effective when placed in close proximity to the hot spot, as compared to the passive decap which

is not as sensitive to the exact location. In summary, if sized and placed properly, active decaps

can be up to 20% better when used as drop-in replacements df passive decaps for power supply

noise reduction.
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Chapter 5

Generalized Active Decap and Charge-Borrowing Decap

5.1 Introduction

The previous chapter explored the effectiveness of using active decaps to remove hot-spot IR

drop violations. This chapter investigates advanced versions of the active decoupling capacitor

and proposes a novel design of a charge-borrowing decap (CBD). The extension of the active

decap concept is derived by increasing the stack height n to a larger value to ideally achieve a

higher boosted voltage than the basic n=2 active decap. The optimal number of n will be

evaluated in theory and practical applications [62]. The CBD design is a completely different

approach to addressing the hot-spot removal problem [63]. The new design aims to provide

enough charge during every cycle to reduce JR drop with only a minimum power overhead.

However, the location of the JR-drop problem must be known in advance and sufficient area

must be available with a relatively clean supply to implement the solution. The applications and

limitations of the charge-borrowing decap will be evaluated in this chapter.
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5.2 Extended Active Decoupling Capacitor

5.2.1 Optimal Stack Height n

The concept of the extended active decap is simply to increase the stack height n of the basic

active decap described in Chapter 4. The motivation to have a larger stack height (n>2) is to

generate a higher boosted voltage flVDD to potentially achieve a better improvement when

applied to reduce supply noise. For example, the ideal boosted voltage is 3VDD for n=3, 4VDD for

n=4, and so on. Therefore, it seems that the stack height should be designed as large as possible

to obtain a high enough local boost so that the supply noise can be reduced to an arbitrarily small

level. However, this is not true in practice. The higher boosted levels cannot be reached due to

the nonidealities of the circuit. Also, by increasing the stack height, more switches will be

required to turn the decaps in parallel or in series. The active decap circuits for n=2, n=3 and n—4

are illustrated in Fig. 5.1(a), 5.1(b) and 5.1(c), respectively. In the figure, it is assumed that the

total area available for the decaps is fixed at2Cdecap. Therefore, the decap occupies an area of

Cdecap for n=2, while the cases of n=3 and n=4 have an area of(2/3)Cdecap and (l/2)Cdecap,

respectively.
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Figure 5.1: Active decap concept showing different stack height: (a) n=2, (b) n=3, and (c) r—4.
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The practical constraints of stacking the decaps can be illustrated by first showing the actual

transistor implementation of the n=3 case in Fig. 5.2, where the switches are implemented using

MOS transistors. Note that the number of switches required is increased by three every time the

stack height is increased by one. That is, for n2, the number of switches 3(n-1). In the figure,

each horizontal switch is implemented with two transistors (NMOS and PMOS), whereas each

vertical switch requires only one transistor (NMOS or PMOS). The design of the stack height of

n=4 can be realized in a similar manner, although not shown here.

V Vs

Figure 5.2: MOS implementation of the extended active decap (n=3).

Due to the additional switches, two methods of design exist: one is to expand the area occupied

by the switch transistors, and the other is to reduce the size of each switch transistor if a

relatively constant total area needs to be maintained. The first method increases the area

overhead x of the active decap, and also causes a longer comparator delay because of the

additional loading capacitance. The increased area overhead reduces the final voltage aVDD to

which the active decap can boost the supply voltage. But more importantly, a longer delay results

VDD

C decap
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in a reduced bandwidth, which lowers the operating frequency, as described in the previous

chapter. The second method uses a fixed total area occupied by the switch transistors. By this

approach, the delay of the comparators should remain roughly the same since there is only a

minimum change in the loading capacitance. Therefore, the operating frequency is not affected.

However, packing more switch transistors into the same area can cause the “on” resistance R of

each transistor to increase, which reduces the boosted voltage bVDD.

The second method to implement the extended active decap was used since the active decap

bandwidth should not be compromised for high-end ASIC applications. That is, different designs

are designed to have the same operating bandwidth. The final voltage aVDD can be obtained by

varying the stack height, n, as illustrated in Fig. 5.3, with different supply noise levels, k. The

large dots indicate the highest final voltage points on the different k curves. Note that the starting

point of n=1 implies a passive decap. Clearly, for k=O.05, the optimal n value that produces the

highest final voltage is 4, whereas for k=O. 1, the optimal value is n=3. For an increased level of

k=O. 15, the optimal n value reduces to 2. As the supply noise k further increases, the use of

passive decaps (n1) is recommended, as for the case of k=O.2. From the figure, one can

conclude that a higher n should be used jfk is small, and vice-versa. Therefore, it is important to

select n based on the k range where the resulting final voltage aVDD is the highest. In order to do

this, the optimal k ranges for each n and the crossover points between ranges must be determined.
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Figure 5.3: Final voltage aVDD as a function of stack height n with k varying (fixed area).

The supply noise crossover point, for two different stacking levels, fl=i and =fl2, S

defined when both cases produce the same final voltage. This can be used to identif’ suitable

ranges for each stacking level. To obtain Equation (4.13) can be rearranged into the

following form:

k12
= (bL2 — bL1)(1

— xL1 )(1
— xL2)

(5.1)
(n2 —n1 )+n1 x2 —n2

where fllfl2 and fl2>fll. Plugging in numbers, the crossover noise value from n=2 to n=3 is

k2,3=O. 12, and from n=3 to n=4 isk3,4=O.08. Effectively, the crossover pointk4,5=O.05 determines

the boundary where a passive decap should be used since the case of n5 would not be used if

1 2 3 4
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the noise was 5% or less (i.e., acceptable level). Similarly,k1,2=0.17 produces the same final

voltage for n=2 and n=1 (passive decap). When k is above 0.17, the passive decap should be used.

The results are presented in a graphical form in Fig. 5.4. The four lines represent n=l, 2, 3 and 4,

respectively. The line with the highest value in each region is the optimal value for n. For low

values of k, the best choice is n=4. Starting at k3,4, the best choice is n=3. At k2,3, the best choice

becomes n=2. At k1,2, the best choice is n=1 from that point onward. The results are summarized

in Table 5.1.

Table 5.1: Optimal stack height n selection based on the supply noise k (from formula).

Condition Optimal n

k < 0.05 n=1 (use passive decap)

O.05<k <0.08 n=4

0.08 < k < 0.12 n3

0.12<k<O.17 n=2

k> 0.17 n=1 (use passive decap)
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Figure 5.4: Final voltage aVDD as a function of k with different stack height n (from formula).

As described earlier, if the supply noise is above 0.17, the use of any form of the active decap

cannot boost the supply voltage to a satisfactory level. Other design approaches to reduce the

supply noise may have to be used in that situation. However, the more interesting range of k is

from 0.08 to 0.17, since this noise level is typically unacceptable. If the supply noise k is below

0.12 but above 0.08, then the active decap should be designed with n=3 to produce the minimum

noise. Similarly, jfk is above 0.12 but below 0.17, the basic active decap with n=2 is optimal.

0.05 0.1 0.15
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5.2.2 Design and Layout of n=3 Extended Active Decap

To validate the results of optimal n selection, the extended active decaps with n=3 and n=4 were

implemented. For simplicity, only the design of n3 is illustrated in this section. Similar to the

basic active decap design, Fig. 5.5 illustrates the extended active decap for n=3 containing four

blocks: a reference voltage generator, a pair of high-pass filters, two comparators, and the

switched decaps. The operation of the circuit remains the same: the differential inputs of each

comparator decide the standby voltage level at the outputs of the comparators. When the power

grid discharges, VDD will drop and Vss will rise. The voltage variations are passed through the

high-pass filters to the comparator inputs causing the comparators to reverse their output values,

and switch the three-piece decaps from parallel to series. Later, when the power grid charges up,

the comparator inputs and outputs switch back to their original values. An enable signal is

provided for testing purposes to allow the active decap circuitry to be connected to the global

supply rail. Unlike the previous design, when off, the extended active decap is disconnected from

the rest of the circuit. This allows for a comparison between the basic and the extended decaps.

Switched Decaps (N=3)

Figure 5.5: Extended active decap (n=3) architecture.

global VDD

global Vs
Reference

Voltage High-pass

Generator Filters Comparators
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Figure 5.6: Layout of extended active decap (n=3) showing the relative size of the components.

The layout of this extended active decap is shown in Fig. 5.6. The switching circuitry is located

offset from the center, with the three parallel decaps on either side. The two decaps on the left

are PMOS, and the one on the right is NMOS. The total layout area for the active decap is

600j.tm x 142jim = 0.085mm2,in which the three decaps combine for an area of 0.077mm2.Each

switch transistor was layed out with only a half of the area as before, resulting in an almost

doubling of the “on” resistance. As a result, the switching circuitry, including the switch

transistors, still accounts for only 10% of the area overhead. Note that the total area is the same

as the basic active decap so that a comparison between the two can be carried out. Although not

shown, the design and layout of the n=4 case is similar to the case of n3.

5.2.3 Simulation Results

The next step was to use simulations to obtain the supply voltage waveforms under different

supply noise levels, k. By increasing the size of the user logic buffer, k can be varied and the

supply voltages will differ in the cases of n=2 and n=3, as illustrated in Fig. 5.7. When k0. 12,

case n=3 provides a larger boost than n=2. On the other hand, when k=0.15, both n=2 and n=3

were insufficient in terms of delivering charge to boost up the supply, but the n=3 case is even
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worse. As shown in the figure, by using the second method, the delay of the comparators remains

roughly the same. The design of n=4 active decap was also simulated, and the results are similar

to the n=2 basic active decap case. One noticeable difference is that as k increases above 0.12,

the average VDD voltage drops earlier for the n—4 case than the n=2 case. However, when k is at

around 0.05, the average VDD voltage for n=4 is slightly higher than both n=2 and n=3 cases.
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Table 5.2: Optimal stack height n selection based on the suppiy noise k (from simulation).

Condition Optimal n (simulated)

k < 0.05 n=1 (use passive decap)

0.05 <k<0.07

0.07 0.14 n=3

0.14<k<0.16 n2

k> 0.16 n=1 (use passive decap)

—Passive Decap (n=1)
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—‘c- Active Decap (n=4)

0.050 0.1 0.15
k

Figure 5.8: Average VDD voltage as a function of k with different stack height n (from simulation).

0.2
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Using simulations, the average supply voltages per clock cycle for the n2, 3 and 4 cases when

the supply noise k varies from 0.02 to 0.2 were compared and plotted in Fig. 5.8. The

corresponding optimal stack height n as a function of the supply noise k is summarized in Table

5.2. The crossover points of k1, n2 are similar between formula and simulation. The most

important crossover point of the n=2 and n=3 cases from simulation is k2,3=0. 14, somewhat

higher than the calculated value of 0.12. Above 0.14, no approach can raise the supply level back

to 900mV, making the use of active decaps less valuable in this region. On the other hand, the

lower bound of k3,4 is at 0.07, slightly below the calculated level of 0.08. Therefore, a slightly

wider k range of 0.070. 14 for n=3 makes it superior to the basic active decap. Unlike the

formula, when the k value is low, the active decaps do not switch due to the fixed triggering

voltage of about 5OmV, resulting in the active decaps producing slightly worse average supply

voltage than the passive decap. However, the active decaps become worse then the passive decap

when k<0.05, and they should not to be used. Although the n4 case is the best when k is in the

range of 0.050.07, it only has limited value since this k range is small and the improvement

over the n=3 active decap is marginal. Thus, it can be concluded from simulation that n3

provides the optimal level of the average supply voltage across a wide supply noise range of

below 0.14. If the supply noise is above 0.14, a larger area is required to increase the average

supply level to a satisfactory level above 900mV.
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5.3 Charge-Borrowing Decap (CBD)

5.3.1 Charge-Borrowing Decap Concept

The main purpose of the active decap is to boost the voltage locally to reduce supply noise.

Therefore, any technique that offers this type of improvement would also qualify as a viable

alternative. For example, if charge is “borrowed” from a clean supply to boost up a noisy supply,

it would help reduce the hot-spot JR-drop problem. That is the basic concept behind a charge-

borrowing decap (CBD), which is a novel but relatively simple idea illustrated in Fig. 5.9. The

key idea here is based on capacitive feedthrough. Assuming that the total area available is the

same as before, the decoupling capacitance is 2Cdecap. In Fig. 5.9(a), when power supply noise

kVDD is present, a passive decap provides charge equal to(2Cdecap)(kVDD) (2k)CdecapVDD. In the

case of the CBD, as shown in Fig. 5.8(b), it can boost the local supply voltage to 2VDD ideally,

similar to the active decaps. From another perspective, the charge provided by the CBD circuit in

one clock cycle can ideally be up to(2Cdecap)LVc1k =2CdecapVDD, where AV1k is the clock swing.

Therefore, over one clock cycle, the charge-borrowing decap provides significantly more charge

than a same-area passive decap.

VDD VDD —a.. 2VDD

2Cdecap 2Cdecap

VDD

0JL
(a) (b)

Figure 5.9: Charge-borrowing decap concept shown in (b), compared to a passive decap in (a).
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Table 5.3: High-level comparison among passive, active, and charge-borrowing decaps.

Charge provided (ideal) Boosted voltage (ideal)

Passive decap (2k)CdecapVDD -

Active decap (n=2) (l/2)CdecapVDD 2VDD

Active decap (n=3) (419)CdecapVDD 3VDD

Active decap (n=4) (3/8)CdecapVDD 4VDD

Charge-borrowing decap (CBD) 2CdecapVDD 2VDD

A high-level comparison between passive decap, active decaps, and CBD is highlighted in Table

5.3, where the differences in charge available and boosted voltage are shown. Note that the total

decap area is fixed to 2Cdecap in the comparison. In Table 5.3, the basic active decap (n=2) is

better in charge provided than the passive decap if 2k is less than 0.5 (or, k<0.25), plus the active

decap also provides a local boost in the supply voltage. The charge-borrowing decap is always

superior to basic active decap since it supplies more charge while generating the same boost

voltage level. The charge supplied from active decaps with n=3 or n=4 is about 11% or 25% less

than the basic active decap (n=2), respectively, but their boosted voltages are higher. This

intuitively explains the fact that the extended active decap is better than the basic case only in

limited situations. From the concept, it is difficult to conclude the superiority between the

extended active decaps and the CBD. More design details need to be studied before a conclusion

can be made. From the table, the design that provides the most charge per clock cycle is the

charge-borrowing decap so that it was named after this feature. If designed properly, the use of
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charge-borrowing decaps can potentially remove hot spots as a drop-in replacement of passive

decaps, similar to the active decaps. The rest of this chapter will provide results to support this

argument.

In Fig. 5.9(b), there is a problem with the falling edge of the clock. When the Cik signal rises

from 0 to VDD, the supply is boosted to 2VDD ideally due to capacitance feedthrough. Then, the

user logic nearby switches, resulting in certain amount of charge to withdraw from the supply.

The supply voltage will drop by AV. And then the Cik signal falls from VDD back to 0, forcing

the supply voltage to drop from 2VDD-LW to VDD-AV, which may not be acceptable if iw is

excessively large. Therefore, the concept of charge-borrowing decap needs some additional

circuitry to function properly, as shown in Fig. 5.10(a). Two diodes are inserted at node Bi, one

from the clean supply and the other from the noisy supply. Without the connection to the clean

VDD, when the clock is low, B 1 stays at roughly Vss since the current flow from VDD to B 1 is

prevented by the diode, D2. When the clock goes high, Bi rises to VDD. This boost in voltage

will not trigger current flow from Bi to the supply because both B1 and the supply are at the

same level of VDD. Therefore, the voltage at Bi should be around VDD when the clock is low.

This ensures that the voltage at B 1 can reach about 2VDD when the clock goes high and the

supply can be charged. To achieve that, access to a clean supply of VDD is needed through Dl.

Therefore, the implementation of the charge-borrowing decap requires a clocking signal, two

diodes, and a supply node that has less noise (clean).

Assuming there is one threshold voltage VT drop across each diode, the operation of the CBD

circuit can be illustrated in Fig. 5.10. When Clk is at 0, the noisy supply node is assumed to be at
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VDD, while B 1 is charged at VDD-VT. When Cik rises to VDD, B 1 rises to2VDD-VT at the same

time. As a result, the noisy supply node is increased to2VDD-2VT. Before the clock falls, some

drop occurs at the supply, causing it to drop by zW to 2VDD-2VT-AV. Then, Clk falls back to 0,

so that B 1 also reduces to VDD-VT. However, D2 prevents charge from flowing back to B 1 from

the supply. Therefore, the noisy supply remains at2VDD-2VT-AV.

clean supply ® VDD clean supply ( VDD

D1 D1

c&Ho
I

0 VDjVT VDD 2VDD-VT 2VDp-2VT-VI 0

In a CMOS process, the diodes shown in Fig. 5.10 can generally be implemented in one of the

two forms: NMOS and PMOS, as illustrated in Fig. 5.11(a) and 5.11(b), respectively [58j[64]. In

Fig. 5.11(a), the voltage at Bi when the clock signal is low is VDD-VTnI, where VT1 is the

clean supply @ DD

Dl

D2
noisy
supply

VDD-VT 2VDD2VTV

(c)(a) (b)

Figure 5.10: Diode inserted charge-borrowing decap showing the states of the clocking signal: (a)
Cik at 0, (b) Cik rises to VDD, and (c) Cik falls back to 0.

VDD (clean) VDD (clean)

Mdiii
Mdpi

JL
VDD

Mdnl (noisy)

(a)
JL

VDD
(noisy)

(b)

Figure 5.11: Possible implementations of charge-borrowing decap with (a) NMOS-formed diodes
and (b) PMOS-formed diodes.
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threshold voltage of Mdnl. When clock rises, B 1 is increased to2VDD-VTn, causing current flow

to charge up the noisy supply rail. Assuming that the supply is localized, then the boosted

voltage is2VDD-VTflI-VTII2 due to the threshold voltage degradation of Mdn2. Similarly, in Fig.

5.10(c), the boosted voltage is2VDD-IVTPII-IVTP2I where IVTpII and IVTp2I are the absolute

threshold voltages ofMdpl and Mdp2, respectively.

Both forms in Fig. 5.11(a) and 5.11(b) have practical limitations. In Fig. 5.11(a), when Bi

reaches 2VDD-VT1, the same voltage is applied at the gate of Mdn2. Such a high gate voltage

may cause oxide breakdown in deep submicron processes, particularly 9Onm and below [24]. A

thick-oxide transistor should be used for Mdn2 to protect it from breakdown. In Fig. 5.11(b),

when B 1 is at2VDD-IVTPI , the drain of the transistor Mdp 1 is at the same voltage, while the body

of the transistor is tied to VDD. This also creates a reliability concern that the pn junction of the

transistor Mdpl is forward-biased, resulting in the injection of a large amount of current back to

the clean supply rail. Therefore, the PMOS implementation in Fig. 5.11(b) has to be modified.

For example, if the gate voltage of Mdp 1 were controlled separately using an appropriate voltage

level and the bulk of Mdp 1 were connected to B 1, the forward biasing of the pn junction can be

avoided.

2VDD

oJL B2

VDD

0JL Cik VDD
(noisy)

Figure 5.12: Improved implementation of charge-borrowing decap with PMOS formed diodes.

VDD (clean)
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The modified circuit shown in Fig. 5.12 resolves the issue of forward-biasing the transistor Mdpl.

When the clock is low, B2 is set at V5s, which allows B 1 to be charged to VDD instead of VDD

VTPII. Forward-biasing the pn junction of Mdpl here is no problem because the transistor

behaves as a diode. When the clock rises, Bi is switched to2VDD, and B2 is also raised to2VDD.

The high gate-source voltage of Mdpl disables the current flow to back to the supply. The pn

junction is now reverse-biased to prevent leakage. Note that in Fig. 5.12, the gate-body voltages

of both transistors Mdpl and Mdp2 are always within one VDD of each other, ensuring gate-

oxide reliability. Moreover, as a side effect, this circuit can generate a boosted voltage of2VDD-

IVTp2I instead of2VDD-IVTP1 HVTp2I, which improves the design.

2V

0_[L

Figure 5.13: Generation of the boosted voltage on node B2.

To generate the bootstrapped signal at node B2, the concept of a clock multiplier [58][65][66]

can be used. The circuit for generating the bootstrapped signal at B2 is shown in Fig. 5.13. If one

assumes that the clock has no previous activity, due to leakage through the transistors, it can be

verified that both nodes B3 and B4 are at roughly VDD while both transistors Mcnl and Mcn2 are

shut off. When the clock is turned low, B3 goes to2VDD and B4 is roughly at VDD, which causes

Mcn2 to turn on. The output node B2 is low, along with the clock signal. When the clock rises to
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VDD, B3 is discharged from2VDD to VDD, whereas B4 is charged up to 2VDD. This causes Mcnl

to turn on and Mcn2 to turn off. The rise of the clock signal also turns on Mip, allowing the

output node B2 to follow B4. Because the gate of Mip is at Vss, the voltage at B2 can rise to

2VDD without any voltage loss. Similar to the previous design approach, the body of the

transistor Mip is connected to B4 to ensure reverse-biased pn junctions. In Fig. 5.13, the two

inverters are powered by the clean supply rail. The sizes of the PMOS-formed capacitors should

be large enough to supply enough charge to the load capacitance on B2. For Mcnl and Mcn2,

thick-oxide transistors are used to reduce the risk of potential oxide breakdown because their

gate-body voltages can be up to2VDD.

5.3.2 “CIk” Signal Generation

A critical concern about the charge-borrowing decap design is the additional capacitive loading

on the clock distribution system if the main clock of the chip is connected to the Cik input of the

CBD. Since the CBD has a large capacitance value in the range of hundreds of picofarads, such a

large capacitance loaded on the clock tree may cause an imbalance of the tree and introduce

more clock skew and jitter [67]. In extreme cases, this extra loading may cause a functional

failure in the clock distribution network. Therefore, the Cik input of the CBD should be

generated from some other sources to keep the main clock tree unaffected.

The Cik input of the CBD simply requires a repetitive signal with enough buffer strength to drive

a large capacitor. The frequency of the Cik signal should be roughly in the range of the chip’s

operating frequency to ensure sufficient charge pumped into the supply rail at every clock cycle.

If the chip operates at a lower frequency, the extra charge provided from CBD will not harm the

logic circuits connected to the local supply as long as the slew rate of the boosted voltages
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remains controlled within practical limitations. Another useful feature would be to implement an

enable/disable function to the CBD block. When disabled, the block should behave like a regular

passive decap. The CBD is turned on only when the JR drop exceeds certain predefined level or

only during the period that the logic circuits connected to the local supply experience higher

activities.

VDD (clean)

enab

Ring oscillator: 39 stages Buffer chain: 7 stages

Figure 5.14: “CIk” signal generation using ring oscillator.

Satisfying the requirement above, a simple ring oscillator was selected to generate the Clk signal

for the CBD, as illustrated in Fig. 5.14. A total of 39 inverter stages were used to provide an

oscillation frequency of 1GHz, the upper limit of the targeted ASIC applications. A NAND gate

replaces the regular inverter at the first stage to incorporate an enable signal. By using unit-sized

inverters, the ring oscillator consumes about 651iW of dynamic power. To provide enough

current flow to charge and discharge the decoupling capacitance, in this case2Cdecap, a chain of

inverters was added and sized according to logical effort [7]. A fan-out factor of the inverter

chain was selected to be about 3—4 so that the delay through the chain was minimized. The

number of stages required to generate the fan-out factor of 3 to 4 was then calculated. Of course,

the circuit in Fig. 5.14 will cause additional supply noise on the “clean” supply, especially with a

largely-sized last stage of the buffer chain. One has to ensure that the additional noise on the

relatively clean supply node does not exceed certain noise budget when transferring charge from
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the clean supply to the noisy supply. As the size of the inverter chain increases, its dynamic

power also increases, at a benefit of the improved slew rate (SR). This effect can be shown in Fig.

5.15. Note that in the figure the dynamic power includes the ring oscillator plus the entire buffer

chain, in which each buffer is sized up properly to produce the minimum path delay.
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Final Stage Size (NMOS transistor) (tim)

Figure 5.15: Buffer size determines the edge delay while the buffer chain (with ring oscillator)
consumes dynamic power.

The current through the last stage of the chain I1t_stage controls the decap charge and discharge,

so it determines the slew rate. The edge delay can be defined here as the delay time for the

positive side of the decap to rise a full swing, as follows:

Edge Delay = i... 2Cdecap
(5.2)

SR ‘last stage
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The edge delay is a better term in this scenario to illustrate the design tradeoffs in Fig. 5.15. For a

targeting clock frequency of 1GHz, the corresponding clock period is ins. Having an edge delay

in the range of 50 to iO0ps (i.e., 1/20 — 1/10 of the clock period) is reasonable. Therefore, a

buffer size of 300.tm/600jim (NMOS/PMOS) for the last stage was selected to produce an edge

delay of about 5Ops, while the total dynamic power was around 3.8mW. In that case, the buffer

chain was designed to have 7 stages sized up according to logical effort.

When determining the size of the buffer chain, the capacitance of2Cdecap is fixed at 0.68nF,

consistent with the basic active decap design in Chapter 4. Clearly, assuming a fixed edge delay,

the size of buffer required is proportional to the decap value. If a smaller decap is used, the

buffer size can be made smaller to dissipate less power. This power drawn from the clean supply

node is critical so that the supply noise caused by the ring oscillator and the buffer chain should

not rise beyond the noise budget in its localized region. That is, the goal of generating the “Clk”

signal from a clean VDD is to provide charge from the clean supply that is not connected to the

main system clock or any important circuitry. Designers must ensure that the clean supply itself

does not become excessively noisy so that the local supply integrity is compromised.

5.3.3 Design of Charge-Borrowing Decap

With the considerations from the previous section, the complete charge-borrowing decap circuit

is depicted in Fig 5.16. An enable signal is provided to turn off the CBD for test purposes. When

the enable signal is low, the transistor Msp is off, preventing current flow from the clean supply.

The decap is implemented using PMOS transistors, whose value is set to2Cdecap for comparison.

When enabled, the voltage at B2 varies from 0 to 2VDD. The gate-source capacitance of Mdpl

creates certain noise on the clean supply node due to clock feedthrough. The existence of Msp
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provides shielding to the clock feedthrough to reduce the noise. With this circuit configuration,

the practical boosted voltage is2VDD-IVTP2I, while the charge provided is at2CdecapVDD. Note

that the ESD concern on the thin-oxide decap in this circuit should be addressed by proper sizing

of the two transistors, Mdpl and Mdp2.

VDD

•
— El Mdp2 (noisy)

I2Cd I
L — —

—_‘qj

Figure 5.16: Complete circuit diagram of charge-borrowing decap.

As described earlier, after a local hot spot is identified, its nearby white space or passive decap

area is occupied with an active decap or a CBD to reduce the supply noise. In the case of CBD,

only the passive decap 2Cciecap and the transistor Mdp2 need to be implemented locally. Other

circuits showing in Fig. 5.16 can be located away from the hot spot but near a clean supply node,

once such a clean supply is identified. Two global interconnects may be required to connect the

two parts of circuits at node Cik and B 1. The actual placement of the ring oscillator and the

buffer chain will depend on the floorplan and location of power pins of the chip itself. Compared

to the size of the passive decap, the size of Mdp2 is fairly small and even negligible to include in

an area overhead. Since the clean supply node does not require a large area of decaps, the area

1
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occupied by the circuits at the clean supply is relatively small. Thus, it is assumed that the CBD

block requires a minimal area overhead, relative to the hot spot area where the CBD is placed.

5.3.4 Simulation Results

To validate the concept of charge-borrowing decap, HSPICE simulations were carried out. In the

simulation setup, one charge-borrowing decap with enable signal is present, and no decoupling

capacitor is connected between VDD and Vss. The load on the supply rail is a large buffer whose

current demand can be controlled. As mentioned previously, the CBD can boost the supply

voltage when the clock signal rises. The best scenario occurs when the current demand of the

buffer also lines up with the rising edge of the clock. As a result, the dips on the supply voltage

produced by the current demand and the peaks generated by the CBD cancel each other, causing

a relatively low noise voltage profile. Such a case can be illustrated in Fig. 5.17.

In Fig. 5.17, the top part of the figure shows the clock signal, whereas the second part depicts the

supply voltage when both passive decap and CBD are disconnected from the supply rail. The

load buffer is designed to create voltage sags at the rising clock edges. In the third portion in Fig.

5.17, the load buffer is removed and only the CBD is connected and turned on. Clearly, the

supply voltage is boosted at the rising edges. The dips near the falling edges can be considered as

ripples since there is no decoupling capacitance connected. The last (fourth) part in the figure

illustrates the voltage waveform when the CBD is turned on and the load is switching. The

resulting supply voltage experiences a low level of noise because of the cancellation of peaks

and dips.
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Figure 5.17: Simulated VDD voltage (on a 1GHz clock) with a CBD on and off (best case).
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The above example can be considered as a best-case scenario because the current demand of the

load and the clock rising edge are synchronized. On the other hand, the worst case would be that

the current demand and the falling clock edge are lined up. The simulation result at a 1GHz

external clock for the worst case is shown in Fig. 5.18. In the figure, the voltage sags created by

the current demand are similar when the CBD circuit is turned on or off. The peaks created by

the CBD are out of phase with the sags produced by the current demand. However, if the average

VDD value per clock cycle is used, similar to the previous approaches, it is clear that the CBD

circuit produces a much higher average VDD voltage because the voltage peaks in every clock

cycle raise the average VDD.
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Figure 5.18: Simulated VD voltage (on a 1Ghz clock) with a CBD on and off (worst case).
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The simulations above are intended only to illustrate how the CBD circuit behaves under

controlled conditions. Another set of simulations was used to compare the CBD with passive

decap and active decap (both n=2 and n3) for a clock frequency of 1GHz. As before, the size of

the user logic buffer is changed to produce different supply noise levels k. The results are plotted

in Fig. 5.19. At all k levels, the average VDD voltage for the CBD is higher than the passive decap

and the two active decaps. When k=O. 15 for the passive decap, the average supply noise for the

CBD is still at a satisfactory level of 1 OOmV. Compared to the case of active decaps at the same

k level, the average noise from the basic and extended active decaps fall close to that of the

passive decap. This indicates that the CBD is more effective as a drop-in replacement than the

other schemes.
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Figure 5.19: Simulated average VDD voltage as a function of k showing the case of CBD.
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5.4 Test Chip Setup and Measurement Results

To validate this new approach to hot-spot removal, another test chip was fabricated in the same

9Onm process. The degree of improvement is of interest as operation frequency increases when a

basic active decap, an extended active decap, or a charge-borrowing decap is used as a drop-in

replacement for a passive decap. The test chip setup is shown in Fig. 5.20. The decap circuits are

individually controlled to be connected to the supply rail. In this case, the passive decap can be

disconnected from the supply to observe the performance of the active decaps and the CBD by

themselves.

Nonninal Supply (1V)

Figure 5.20: Test chip 2 setup.
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Figure 5.21: Layout of charge-borrowing decap showing the relative size of the components.
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The layout of the charge-borrowing decap for the test chip is shown in Fig. 5.21. Unlike the

circuit diagram shown in Fig. 5.16, the ring oscillator and the buffer chain were not implemented,

as the Clk signal was provided from the same external clock for synchronization purposes. The

rest of the circuit, along with the passive decap2Cdep, was implemented on the test chip. The

switching circuitry is located on the left, with the PMOS-formed decap on the right. The total

layout area for the CBD is about 600jim x l5Ojim = 0.09mm2,in which the decap occupies an

area of 0.083mm2.The switching circuitry, including the diode transistors and the bootstrapping

circuit, accounts for 8% of the area. The gate-source voltage across the decap oxide is always

less than or equal to one VDD so that thin-oxide devices are acceptable in this case. Thus, thin-

oxide PMOS transistors were used to implement the decap in the CBD.
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Figure 5.22: (a) Annotated microphotograph and (b) layout of the second test chip.

The microphotograph and the layout of the second test chip are shown in Fig. 5.22. In the figure,

the decap circuits are placed about 600jim away from the user logic, in which a large buffer with

a large capacitive load was used to create supply noise, with the input controlled by an external

signal. Similar to the first test chip, the size of the decaps was chosen to be only a few times

F
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larger than the capacitive load to create a —1 OOmV voltage drop for the experiments. Note that

the load cannot be dynamically changed to produce a variable k level. The clock frequency can

be controlled externally by providing an input from a bit-rate analyzer. The probed pad of the

supply node can be connected to an oscilloscope to measure the voltage waveforms. The test

chip area is 1.1 x 0.86 = 0.95 mm2 in total.

A collection of 9 sample chips was tested. The clock frequency was fixed at 1 GHz for this test.

The improvement across the sample space is shown in Fig. 5.23. The sample chips that are in the

slow or normal process corners cannot be distinguished easily. However, the two sample chips

that are in the fast process corner can be identified by correlating with simulation. As mentioned

in Chapter 4, the average supply voltage varies significantly mainly due to the random process

variation on Rmesh and Lpack, which determines the JR drop on the supply rails. Note that the

supply noise reduction improvement by using the CBD is rather consistent under process

variations across dies, which indicates the robustness of the design. The sample chip that

provides the best improvement was used for further analysis.
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Figure 5.23: Scatter plot comparing average VDD for the tested sample chips.

The waveforms of a test chip with a 1GHz clock are depicted in Fig. 5.24. The dark gray curve is

when the CBD is on, and the light gray (red in color) curve is when the passive decap is on. The

two curves are superimposed. As expected, the supply voltage returns to high when extra charge

is fed through from the clean supply on the rising edge of the clock, improving the average VDD

level per cycle.
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Figure 5.24: Superimposed waveforms showing a CBD and a passive decap on a 1GHz clock. In the
top panel of the figure, the upper trace is when the CBD is on, while the lower trace is when the
passive decap is on.

It is also useful to obtain the CBD performance over the operating frequency range. Fig. 5.25

shows the impact of changing the external input frequency from 100MHz to 1.50Hz. Two solid

trend lines are provided conesponding to the CBD and the passive decap. The gap between the

two trend lines widens, indicating that the benefit of using the CBD increases as frequency

increases. Even at 1.50Hz, the average VDD level for the CBD is significantly higher than the

passive decap, suggesting that the CBD is suitable for today’s high-speed ASICs and medium-

speed custom designs. At 1.5GHz, the test chip validated that the CBD has a maximum
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improvement of 93mV (or about 53% less noise) over the passive decap, 74mV (48% less noise)

over the basic active decap with n=2, or 46mV (36% less noise) over the extended active decap

with n=3. From 100MHz to 1.5GHz, compared to the passive decap, using the CBD reduces the

supply noise from 42% to 55%. Note that the CBD outperforms both the basic and the extended

active decaps across the operating frequency range.

Figure 5.25: Measured average VDD voltages at different clock frequencies.

Another important observation is that, unlike active decaps, the CBD does not seem to have a

specific frequency, at which the average VDD voltages from the CBD and the passive decap

crossover. In other words, there is always a gap in the average supply voltage between the CBD

and the passive decap across the frequency range. This makes intuitive sense since the CBD
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boosts the supply voltage at every clock cycle no matter the clock frequency. Although the noise

increases as the frequency increases, the amount of charge provided by the CBD circuit remains

roughly the same at every cycle (assuming that it is running at the clock frequency).

From the test results of the sample chips, it can be concluded that the charge-borrowing decap is

capable of reducing the supply noise more efficiently than the passive and active decaps. In

addition, there are other attractive features of the CBD, such as higher bandwidth, simplicity, and

robustness. Moreover, the use of active decaps will increase the power consumption of the chip

because of the internal switching circuitry. In the case of CBD, the local power overhead is fairly

small since there is only very limited leakage current and most charge transferred from the clean

supply to the noisy supply is not wasted. Specifically, the leakage power of the CBD is about

4p.W, about 0.1% of the total power consumption. However, the dynamic power of the Cik

generation circuit is comparable to the active decap. Therefore, the equivalent power overhead

with better performance makes the CBD circuit an appealing alternative to the active or passive

decaps.

Although the charge-borrowing decap provides many advantages, it has a number of limitations.

One important issue is that the supply voltage change is abrupt once the CBD is turned on. High

frequency glitches on the supply may affect the logic circuit powered by it. To smooth out the

supply voltages, large amount of passive decaps should be present in its vicinity. Although

parasitic decoupling capacitance is inherently present on the supply, more decaps may be still

needed. As a result, the existing area may not be completely replaceable by the CBD, as certain

portion of the area should be reserved for the passive decaps. For a fixed area, the proportion of
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the CBD and the passive decap depends on the sensitivity of the local logic circuit to the supply

glitches. Questions like the maximum allowed distance from the decap to the CBD and the

minimum required size of the decap remain unanswered at this stage. However, since the local

circuitry of the CBD is relatively simple (passive decap plus a diode-connected transistor), it is

still an attractive alternative to the active decaps.

5.5 Summary

This chapter further extended the concept of active decap by increasing the stack height n to find

an optimal value, depending on the supply noise k level presented at the local supply. It was

found that the extended active decap with n=3 provided superior performance by delivering a

higher average supply voltage than the basic active decap with n=2 when k is <14%. This chapter

also introduced a novel design of charge-borrowing decap to provide better supply noise

reduction than the basic and the extended active decaps. The charge-borrowing decap delivers

more charge and an increased supply boost for a wide range of operating frequencies. Its

relatively simplistic design and implementation ensures its robustness.
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Chapter 6

Conclusions and Future Work

6.1 Summary and Conclusions

As technology scales further into the deep submicron regime, increasing clock frequency and

decreasing supply voltage makes maintaining the quality of power supply a critical issue. On-

chip power supply noise, due to JR drop and Ldi/dt effects, has a great impact on delay variation,

and may even cause improper functionality. Power supply noise can be reduced by placing

decoupling capacitors close to power pads and large drivers throughout the power distribution

system. Decaps provide locally “instantaneous” current to the switching drivers and keep the

power supply within certain noise budgets. Traditionally, a decap is made from an NMOS

transistor outside the standard-cell blocks, or a pair of NMOS and PMOS transistors within the

blocks. However, starting from 9Onm technology, the reduction in oxide thickness of MOS

transistors causes an increased ESD risk and more gate leakage. Standard decap designs,

therefore, may no longer be appropriate for 9Onm and beyond.

In this dissertation, the goal was to provide practical solutions to active and passive decap

designs targeting ASIC applications in both white-space and standard-cell areas. The dissertation

began with an overview of decap design basics, gate leakage phenomenon, ESD concerns, and
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standard-cell decap layout and placement. Some essential decap design issues were highlighted

through the background section to motivate the topics for the rest of the dissertation. More

importantly, the metric for power supply noise management was proposed and validated for

decap performance comparisons used throughout the dissertation.

Next, the tradeoffs between high-frequency performance of decaps and ESD protection were

investigated, and their impacts on the layout of standard-cell passive decaps were discussed. A

design metric was introduced to determine the optimal number of fingers to use in the standard-

cell layout to obtain a desired capacitance level over a target operating frequency. Models were

developed to capture the frequency responses of Reff and Ceff for any given technology with only

a few parameters. For ESD protection, a cross-coupled design that had been previously proposed

by cell library developers was shown to suffer from reduced frequency response and provided no

savings in gate leakage. It was shown that more fingers than typically used were needed to

provide the target resistance value for sufficient ESD protection. The layout with the smallest

NMOS device and a multi-fingered PMOS device was described to deliver acceptable frequency

response and ESD reliability, while providing the lowest leakage.

For white-space areas, the effectiveness of active decaps as a late-stage drop-in replacement for

passive decaps was evaluated so that a completed chip layout need not be disrupted near the

tapeout deadline. Improvements to the design of an active decoupling capacitor were described

for removal of hot-spot JR-drop violations in ASIC designs running at up to 1GHz. The modified

active decap using latch-based comparators in 9Onm CMOS is able to switch in O.5ns and

consumes a relatively low power of 2.8mW, which is about 5X lower than a previous design
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running at approximately the same speed. This reduced power makes it more suitable for use in

ASIC designs. Measurement results from test chips indicate improvement over passive decaps of

10% - 20%, operating from 200MHz to 1GHz. The optimal active decap size to maximally

remove hot-spot JR drop was identified. Placement analysis was also carried out and it was found

that the active decap is most effective when placed in close proximity to the hot spot, as

compared to the passive decap which is not as sensitive to the exact location. If sized and placed

properly, active decaps can be up to 20% better when used as drop-in replacements of passive

decaps for power supply noise reduction.

Further research on active decap design was explored. By increasing the stack height n to an

optimal value, and depending on the supply noise k level presented at the local supply, a

maximum supply boost can be achieved. It was found that the extended active decap with n=3

provided a superior performance by delivering a higher average supply voltage than the n=2 and

n=4 cases when the supply noise k is in the range of 7-14%. When k is above 14%, n=2 must be

used and beyond 16%, the area for the drop-in replacement of active decaps must be expanded to

produce satisfactory improvement over the passive clecap.

Finally, the novel design for charge-borrowing decap was proposed. This design provides better

supply noise reduction than all other forms of active decaps. The charge-borrowing decap

efficiently transfers charge from a clean supply rail to eliminate the hot spots on relatively noisy

supply nodes. The CBD only requires a minimum power overhead and delivers a maximum

supply boost for a wide range of operating frequencies. Test results indicate that the CBD

outperforms both the basic and the extended active decaps by reducing the supply noise to a
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lower level. The design and implementation of the CBD was kept relatively simple so that the

robustness of the design can be maintained.

6.2 Contributions in this Dissertation

The following summarizes the major contributions in this dissertation:

• Developed standard-cell passive decap designs that properly trade off gate leakage, ESD

reliability, and transient response. Provided simple and yet practical decap design metrics

and guidelines for 9Onm and 65nm CMOS technologies.

• Designed and implemented a white-space active decap using latch-based comparators

that provides adequate supply noise reduction while consuming relatively low static

power. Validated the design through a test chip. Explored the placement issues of the

active decap.

• Extended the concept of active decap for an optimal design that produced the highest

supply boost for the maximum supply noise reduction in a local area. Proposed a simple

but novel charge-borrowing decap circuit that outperforms the basic and the extended

active decaps. Validated the design through another test chip.

6.3 Future Work

The limitations on the charge-borrowing decap design needs to be evaluated further. Quantitative

answers to questions like the optimal distance between the CBD and the logic, the accurate

proportion between the CBD area and the nearby passive decap area, and the maximum

allowable charge transferring from the clean supply node while still maintaining its supply

integrity, should be investigated. A test chip with real industrial blocks that are placed as the user

logic circuit is desired for the most accurate decap performance evaluation.
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Another issue is the scalability of the active decaps and the CBD. The design and

implementation of the active decap were only accomplished and validated in 9Onm CMOS. It is

desirable to make the active decap designs useful in future technologies, such as 65nm and 45nm

CMOS. As technology scales, more design challenges will occur. If any part of the design needs

to be modified to accommodate the more advanced technology, it should be investigated in

future research.

Monitoring power supply fluctuations on-chip in real-time is also an emerging area of research

[20]. The measured results of real-time power supply noise from a monitoring circuitry can be

used as a validation of decap design and placement. Many techniques have been used to monitor

power supply noise on-chip [68][69]. These techniques are not suitable for production

environments as they either need a significant area or require complex data processing off-chip.

To overcome these limitations, a simple monitoring based on an under-sampling technique [70]

is worthy of being investigated. Under-sampling is used to capture a high-frequency periodic

signal from a large number of cycles using a slower sampling signal to achieve an effective high-

speed sampling rate. In the case of power supply noise, the dynamic voltage drop is not periodic

in nature, but the same experiment could be repeated several times, and each time skew the

sampling point by a small time shift, &, which represents the sampling period resulting in an

equivalent sampling frequency of funcier-sampiing = 1/At [70]. Using this technique, the

measurements may be repeated to average and cancel out the noise effect. This approach needs

to be evaluated from concept to test chip in order to finally validate its advantages and

disadvantages and serves as a promising area of future work.
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APPENDIX: COMPARATOR DESIGN FUNDAMENTALS

Comparators are one of the most widely used components in analog integrated circuits. A

voltage comparator is a circuit that compares the instantaneous value of an input signal with a

reference signal and produces an output at logic level, depending on whether the input is greater

or smaller than the reference level [57]. One important application for high-speed voltage

comparators is in data converters, where the conversion speed is limited by the response time of

the comparators [57]. Other issues related to comparator design include finite resolution, offset,

power, and area. As technology scales, more advanced CMOS technologies allow comparators to

be realized for higher speed and potentially smaller area and power. However, it is difficult to

achieve high speed and high accuracy at the same time because of the existence of device

mismatches [71].

A widely used comparator configuration is a high-gain differential input, single-ended output

amplifier, whose symbol is shown in Fig. A. 1. The output of the comparator should have a

large swing, ideally from VDD to Vss, as the input varies across a small swing, typically in the

millivolt range [57]. In many applications, a comparator is used in open-loop operations, such

that no frequency compensation is required [57][581[59]. However, in certain cases, due to the

nature of AC coupling of the output and the input, a comparator may need frequency

compensation to avoid oscillations [32].

Vin+

Vin

Figure A.1: A differential input, single-ended output comparator symbol.

Vout
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Figure A.2: DC transfer characteristics of (a) an ideal comparator and (b) a practical comparator
with finite gain and offset voltage.

The DC characteristic curve of an ideal differential comparator is shown in Fig. A.2(a). When

the positive input V11+ is greater than the negative input V, the output is high (i.e., at VDD).

When V+ is less than the output is low (i.e., at Vss). This ideal DC transfer curve

corresponds to a differential gain of infinity. That is, an infinitely small polarity change in (V+ -

V) will cause the output to switch. A more realistic DC transfer curve of a comparator is

depicted in Fig. A.2(b). In practice, the differential gain is finite and equal to A. In Fig. A.2(b),

the two voltages VIL and VIH are the overdrive voltages (also called the input excess voltages).

The overdrive is the input level that drives the comparator from an initial saturated input

condition to an input level that barely causes the output of the comparator to switch its level [57].

Another non-ideal effect of the comparator is the input referred DC offset voltage that is mainly

caused by device mismatches. If no offset voltage is present, the comparator DC transfer curve

will be symmetrical around the point where V+ = V. However, for a finite offset voltage of

V05, the comparator output will switch at (V÷ - V + Vos). In general, the output voltage V0

of a comparator can be written as [57] [581:
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= Aixç zf “IL M/n <“IH (A.l)

VSS lf n<VJL

where AV1 = - Clearly, the finite gain and offset voltage affect the accuracy of the

comparator. It is desired that a comparator is designed to have a high gain and a small offset

voltage.

Three major challenges exist in any comparator design: high speed, high resolution, and low

power [72]. High speed is achieved by having a fast response time. That is, following an input

polarity change, the comparator should switch its output between VDD and Vss with fast rise and

fall times. In order to achieve the highest comparison speed, the minimum channel length for a

specific technology is often used in comparator designs [71]. In addition, low power

consumption is always desired. As technology scales, due to VDD scaling, the dynamic power of

a comparator will scale accordingly. Meanwhile, the static power consumption of the comparator

may increase due to larger leakage current in a more advanced deep-submicron technology.

Overall, the total power consumption including both dynamic and static power may reduce as

technology shrinks [72].

A high gain A is essential to achieve high resolution in a comparator design. For example, the

input of the comparator needs to resolve lmV of input variation, which requires the output to

switch a full swing of 1V at VDD, the voltage gain Av is therefore 1V/lmV = 1000. It is difficult

to achieve such a high gain within one stage of amplification. Hence, a multi-stage amplifier or a

regenerative latch using positive feedback may be used as a comparator to achieve the high gain
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requirement. A latch is normally faster then a multi-stage amplifier achieving the same gain

[60][71][73]. Therefore, latch-based comparators are often used in practice.

VDD

M4 M3

Vout2 Vouti

c-jLM2 M1jF-O
Via- I I Vin+

Vbiasl -H Mbl

V

(a)

Figure A.3: Circuit schematics showing positive feedback: (a) a basic differential pair with diode-
connected load, (b) a gain-enhanced differential pair, and (c) a differential pair using positive
feedback to provide increased gain.

The concept of positive feedback used in the latch approach can be explained in the following

example, as shown in Fig A.3. In Fig. A.3(a), a differential pair is loaded with two diode-

connected PMOS devices. Its small-signal gain AV(a) can be given by [64] [73]:

A -= IPn(’’Ml (A.2)V(a)
g V/tP(W/L)M3

where gmi and g3 are the transconductance of Ml and M3, and 1n and pp are the channel

mobility of NMOS and PMOS devices, respectively. In Fig. A.3(b), a gain enhancement

approach is added to the circuit with two additional transistors, M5 and M6. The small-signal

gain of Av(b) can be given by [54j[57]:

AV(a)
l—(2I “hi)

(A.3)

(b) (c)
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where I and Ibi are the current flow through M5 and Mbl, respectively. By properly choosing

the size of M5, the small-signal gain can be improved. In Fig. A.3(c), the drain terminals of M5

and M6 are cross connected, creating a form of positive feedback. The positive feedback

functions as follows: when V+ is slightly larger than Vu, it causes V0i to be slightly smaller

than V02. Larger V02 forces M6 to deliver less current to the node V01. Similarly, smaller

V01 forces M5 to deliver more current to charge up V02. This positive loop reinforces V02 to

reach VDD and V0i to reach V55 [54][57]. The small-signal gain of Av(0) can be given by [57]:

1
Av(C) AV(a) W/D

(A.4)
)M5

(W/L)M3

Equation A.4 requires that the size ratio of (W/L)M5 / (W/L)M3 is less than 1. When the size ratio

is greater than unity, the small-signal gain will become infinity and the circuit will operate as a

regenerative latch [57].
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